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PTS ELECTRONICS
Precision Tuner Service :,..PIS

OREGON:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
5220N E SANDY BLVD
PORTLAND. OREGON 97213
TEL 503.2829636

COLORADO:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
4958 ALLISON ST.
ARVADA, COLO. 80001
TEL 303, 423 7080

CALIFORNIA-NORTH:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
4611 AUBURN BLVD

SACRAMENTO. CALIF. 95841
TEL. 916.4826220

CALIFORNIA-SOUTH:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
5111 UNIVERSITY AVE
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92105
TEL 714.2807070

OKLAHOMA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
3007 N MAY
OKLAHOMA CITY. ORLA. 73106
TEL. 405. 947 2013

995

16'5

KANSAS:
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC

3116 MERRIAM LANE
KANSAS CITY. KANSAS 66100

TEL 913. 831 1222

TEXAS-NORTH:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
MOPAC LANE

LONGVIEW. TEX. 75601
TEL 214 753 4334

TEXAS-EAST:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
432426 TELEPHONE RD
HOUSTON. TEL 77032
TEL 713. 6446793

8hr
Service

MINNESOTA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC

815W LAKE ST
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 55408
TEL 612.8242333

OHIO:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC

5682 STATE RD
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44134
TEL 216 845 4480

tinAt
tukT,

now available near you

NEW YORK:

PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
993 SYCAMORE ST
BUFFALO N.Y. 14212
TEL 716 891 4935

LOUISIANA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
2914 WY TCHWOOD DRIVE

METAIRIE. LOUISIANA 70033
TEL 504,8852349

IN NANA:

ELECTRONICS. INC
52335 HWY 37
BL3OMINGTON. IND. 47401

L. 812. 824 9331

ELECTRONICS, INC.
UHF  VHF  f

TUNER

1 YEAR WARRANTY ilk
- aut-,

VHF -UHF -FM

UV -COMB.
PTS will repair any tuner-no
matter how old or new-black
& white or color-transistor or
tubes-varactor or detent UHF
-8 hour service is a must!

Irr

PARTS
PTS is the only tuner service
to publish an 80 -page Tuner
Replacement Guide and Parts
catalog-and sell you any or all
parts (3rd edition of top infor-
mation available for one dollar)

MASSACHUSETTS:
PTS ELECTRONICS INC
191 CHESTNUT ST

SPRINGFIELD MASS. 01103
TEL 413. 734 2737

NEW YORK CITY-NEW JERSEY:

PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
158 MARKET ST
E PATERSON. NJ. 01407
TEL 201.7916380

PENNSYLVANIA-EAST:
PTS ELECTRONICS INC
1921 S 70TH ST
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 19142
TEL 215. 724 0999

k MARYLAND:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
1105 SPRING ST
SILVER SPRING . MD. 20910
TEL 301.5650025

'ENNSYLVANIA-WEST:
1 'TS ELECTRONICS. INC

751 RIVERVIEW AVE W
ITTSBURGH. PA. 15202
TEL 412.761-7648

FLORIDA:
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC
1910 BLANDING BLVD
JACKSONVILLE. FLL 32210
TEL 904.3899952

8hr
Service

1 YEAR WARRANTY

rtssmemen Sit

1250 IF-SUBCHASSE

PTS was 1st to repair IF mo-
dules and make a success of it.
We do it right the 1st time.
(All prices are dealer net! Ma-
jor parts, tubes and transistors
charged at net cost)

AND STILL TRYING HARDER'
(NOT A FRANCHISE COMPANY)

... for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card



You'd probably expect a
portable oscillosope as rugged and

reliable as this one to cost a lot.

You'd be wrong.
Introducing the B 8r K Model 1403 3" Solid-state
oscilloscope. It's so compact, reliable, and inex-
pensive that it's the perfect scope for most on -
the -line monitoring applications. Look at its specs:
DC to 2MHz bandwidth at 20mV/cm. Recurrent
sweep speeds from 10Hz to 100KHz. New wide-
angle CRT to reduce case depth to a minimum.
Direct -deflection terminals for waveforms up to
150 MHz. Weighs only 81/2 pounds. And has a
smoked acrylic graticule for trace sharpness and
easy reading. All the reliability and accuracy you
need in a monitor scope-at a surprisingly
low price.

Contact your distributor, or write
Dynascan Corporation.

97995

B Very good equipment at a very good price.
Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago. Illinois 60613

. . . tor more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card

Introducing the
expensive digital
multimeter that
doesn't cost a lot.

The B&K Precision Model 281.
This 21/2 -digit unit is so versatile, its range

covers 99% of your measurements. And is DC
accuracy is 1°/.. The stable 281 also gives you
positive over -range and wrong -polarity indications.

It's easy to use and easy to read across all 32
ranges, 100mV to 1000V.

Naturally, we're en:hused about our Model 281.
You will be, too. when you see our complete specs.

Call your B&K distributor. Or write
Dynascan Corporation.

Very good equipment -mpg 16995
at a very good price. _jai

Here's everything
you'd expect from a high-priced

signal generator.

Except a high price.

Our new B&K Model 2050 Solid-state RF Signal
Generator has features other companies charge
much more for. Look at our specs: 100% Solid-
state silicon circuitry with FET's in RF and audio
oscillator stages. 6 bands with 1.5% accuracy
from 100 kHz to 30 MHz. 3 outputs: RF, modu-
lated RF (400 Hz), and externally modulated RF
Positive anti -backlash dial drive. Zener-regulated
power supply. You needn't pay high prices for
versatility, accuracy and reliability-now there's
the Model 2050. And that's just what you'd ex-
pect from B &K.

Contact your distributor, or write Dynascan
Corporation. 35
$9995

ira Very good equipment at a very good price.
Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago. Illinois 60613

. . . for more details circle 141 on Reader Service Card

I 8 .2

Product of Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Be le Plaine Avenue. Chicago. lllirois 60613

... for more details circle 140 on Reader Service Card

Here's everything
you'd expect from a high-priced

Hi -Low FET multimeter.

Except a high price.
Introducing the B&K Model 290 solid-state FET
Multimeter. Just by glancing at its specs, you can
tell that the 29C is capable of more applications
than any other multimeter in its class. 75 ranges.
Hi -Lo power ohms ranges (low power only 33 mV).
15 megohms input impedance. A large 7"meter.
50 mV to 1500V full-scale sensitivity on both AC
and DC. 50 micro -amp current range. Rx0.1 ohm
range with 1 ohm center scale lets you measure
low resistance down !..o .01 ohm. Circuit provides
automatic overliad protection with fuses and spark
gaps. More multimeter for your money - that's

just what you expect
from B & K.

Contact your
distributor, or write
Dynascan Corporation.

Model 290 Hi -Low
FET Multimeter in-
cluding Model PR -21
Probe:

Very good equipment at a very good price.
Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue. Chicago. Illinois 60613

. . . for more details circle 142 on Reader Service Card
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Take a leaf from the
Mallory MoneyTree and save on
famous MaRobins®.
Our Mallobin benchtop organizers are worth many
times their modest cost in keeping electronic com-
ponents neatly sorted, labeled, protected and ready
for use. Now, you can save on buying them, too. For

MALLORY

instance, this PTC semiconductor Mallobin orga-
nizer can be purchased at a special discount at your
Mallory Distrioutor. Just present the Mallory Money
Tree coupon D el ow.

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.
Box 1284. Indianapolis. Indiana 46206; Telephone: 317-636-5353

Batteries Capacitors Controls Security Products  DURATAPE® Recorders Resistors  SEMICONDUCTORS  SONALERPt Switches Timers

DURATAPE and SONALERTS
are registered trademarks of
P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.

MEM MI MEM INN =I=

MoneyTree Coupon Worth I
This coupon valid through Sept. 1, 1974. r'
Only one coupon valid on each
purchase. This coupon not valid where I
prohibited or taxed by law. Coupon Idoes not apply to sales tax, if applicable.

OFF 1

1

I

TO MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR
This coupon redeemable for $1.00 credit towards the purchase
of any Mallory products or $1.00 in cash provided it is tendered
to Mallory Distributor Products Company, a division of
P. R. Mallory & Company Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana prior to
Oct. 1, 1974. Invoices showing purchase of Mallobin organizers
sufficient to cover coupon must be shown on request.

on any
purchase of any Mallory
Mallobin organizer at a
Mallory Distributor.

ET 34

I. N. I. 1.1 .1 EN
. . . for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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Stocking only 49 ECG "semiconductors
is like having thousands

of audio transistors on hand.

Manufacturers of TV,
radio and stereo systems have
audio transistor replacements
listed under thousands of
different part numbers.

But, thanks to the
Sylvania ECG semiconductor
replacement guide, you can
replace practically all of them
with just 49 different
transistors.

And that can save a lot of
hunting and stocking,
especially when you're a busy
service dealer.

For example, if you need
a low -noise, high -gain NPN-
silicon transistor for an audio
preamp, check out our ECG -
199. It fits a lot of sockets.

And if import parts are
bugging you, our ECG -158,
176, 226 and 226MP are direct
replacements for parts like
the 25B405, 25B474 and
25B492 plus a lot of others
you'll find in our guide.

But, our cross-reference
guide (ECG -212E) lists a lot
more than just audio
transistors. It lists over 75,000
parts that can be replaced
with a minimum number of
Sylvania ECG parts.

For you, it means one
source for practically all your
replacement needs, including
industrial components.

What more could anyone
ask for?

GM SYLVANIA
G'ESilvania Electronic Components. Waltha

6 ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, MARCH 1974



EDITORIAL

Somewhere on earth there must exist a
voluminous book titled "What Every Good
Magazine Editor Should Know and Do."
Although I've not had the opportunity to
read it, I'm sure it exists, because many
passages from it have been quoted to me
by the readers, publishers, advertisers,
editorial directors, other editors, adver-
tising agency account executives, adver-
tising space salesmen, association exec-
utives, printers, typesetters, artists and
the many others who have had an inter-
est in the magazine issues I've helped

produce. I've listened to these people,
and from them I'm sure I've learned as
much, if not more, about editing a maga-
zine as I would have learned in any other
manner or from any other sources. I am
still listening, and I am still [earning.
During the short time I have been with
ET/D and Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

Publications, I've noticed and sensed the
genuine enthusiasm and sincere concern
which the people at all levels of this
company have for the readers of their
publications and the industries and busi-
nesses which they serve. While some of
the concern can be attributed to a de-
sire to produce profitable publications, a
large measure of this concern and most
of the enthusiasm seems to be an inher-
ent characteristic of the people who
make up this company. It is just their
nature to want to do the best job possi-
ble. I'm pleased to have the opportunity
to work with them.
With the assistance of the many individ-
uals who are involved in publishing

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, in-

cluding Al Menegus, the publisher, and
Joe Zauhar, the managing editor, I will do
my best to produce each month a maga-
zine which serves the interests and needs
of the readers, the advertisers and all
elements of the electronic industry in an
honest and effective manner.
We encourage you to send us your views,
comments, suggestions and criticisms
about ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
or any facet of the electronic industry.
J. W. Phipps

Master TV
for the millions

About one out of every four TV sets in operation in the
United States provides better r?ception thanks to a
Blonder -Tongue TV product.

As a service -technician you prDbably know Blonder -
Tongue for its quality products designed to improve
reception in the home-TV cntenias, signal amplifiers,
splitters, etc.

But many technicians know B -T for its quality master
TV products used in hotels, motels, apartment houses,
schools, hospitals and mobile home parks. Blonder -
Tongue is the pioneer and leader in MATV and its products
are utilized in the most famous and modern installations
thrcughout the United States.

Many Service -technicians are now getting into MATV
installation work. You, too, should consider the tremen-
dous profit opportunities of this growing field. And
Blonder -Tongue is the company that provides you with the
widest range of proven relicble products and services.
System layouts, technical information, even field assist-
ance, are among the many services available to B -T
MATV installers.

A good way to get into this profitable field is to send
us the coupon below.

170N DE17TONGUE

I

I
Company

IAc dress

State

Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc.
One Joke Brown Rood, Old Bridge, N.J. 08857

Please send me your FREE booklet

Ncme

Zp

An Introduction to MATV

.1.7:..-

. . . for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card
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LETTERS

A UTTLE
KNOWLEDGE

SA
PROFffABLE

MING.
(UKE $50 MORE AWEEK

Take our Super Frost Aid. for instance. The more
you know about it, the more money it makes for
you. You probably know it's the best way to find

tricky intermittents. Just let the set cook, and
when trouble shows up, spray the suspect-

ed circuit or stage component -by -com-
ponent (it's easy with the free spray exten-

der), until the trouble disappears.That's
all there is to it-and there's no liquid

residue!
But that's not all there is to Super Frost
Aid. Not by a long shot.

When you suspect a cracked PC -
board, there's no need to go over it

with a magnifying glass. Spray
Super Frost Aid on the board, and

look for gaps on the conductors. It's
easy. Fast. And a great way to make
money on "tough dog" problems.

More? More! When you're solder-
ing, Super Frost Aid is the easi-

est, fastest heat sink around. Spray on
semiconductors and other delicate
parts before soldering. Spray after

soldering to make parts easy to
handle. Also helps prevent burnout of

transformers and other parts from
abnormal conditions, by cooling them

.71 off quickly. Minimizes problems caused
aft' by shorts and other failures.

het 401!
A ?LP e general uses. Use it to cool and "shrink"

Super Frost Aid has many cther

INfori #14 the inner of two tight -fitting
p#1 parts, to join or separate them.

INIE Use it as an emergency fire'
c001 extinguisher. Or as first -aid

on burns. It's also handy for
removing chewing gum

and other adhesive materials
-cold reduces adhesion, makes

separation easier.
There are dozens of other ways Super Frost Aid-and our other

chemical problem-solvers-can make life easier (and more profitable)
for you. See them at your distributors, or write for our brochure.

CHEMTRONKS
INCORPORATED
1260 RALPH AVE BROOKLYN N V 11236
Our business is improving yours.

. . . for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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Following are two reader responses
to a letter published in the LETTERS
department in the December, 1973 is-
sue in which a recent graduate of a
technical institute related the difficulty
he has had finding a %oh as an electron-
ic service technician, and at a liveable
salary.

I wouldn't want to discourage any
young man from entering the radio/
TV service field, but he will have to
make sacrifices as a beginner. . . . It
takes years to become proficient
enough to command a high salary as
a technician. As a man gains more ex-
perience and depends less on help
from more experienced technicians, his
salary will increase.

I agree with the young man-a
shop owner does not want to hire the
beginner. He wants an experienced
technician who will help him make a
profit. He does not want to train a
man at his expense, and then later lose
him to another shop.

This should not be the case. All ser-
vice shops should have a trainee pro-
gram, and the salary of the beginning
technician should increase with his
proficiency, so that he will not have to
change jobs to get a salary increase....

The beginning technician should
have completed a good course in elec-
tronic theory and should have some
practical experience, perhaps gained
from lab experiments during the
course of instruction. To succeed as a
technician he also must be thoroughly
interested in electronics. And he must
he willing to work as a trainee at low
wages for at least a couple of years....
He also must he willing to continue his
training in his off duty time. . . .

All electronic technicians at one
time were beginners. They had to start
at low wages as a trainee in a shop
whose owner was willing to accept
them. . . . Such a beginning is very
difficult, but the result is very satis-
fying. Experienced electronic techni-
cians are in demand, and they com-
mand a high salary.

JOHN P. COWDEN
Colonial Heights, Virginia

I too, am experiencing the same sit-
uation. . . . I have completed four
years of technical training-two in
radio/TV repair and two in CATV/
CCTV.

After completion of training, I have
looked for a position as an electronic
technician, but with no success-not
enough experience.

I have given considerable thought to



this problem, and have a suggestion:
An association should be formed spe-
cifically for the purpose of finding
service technician positions for indi-
viduals with the proper technical train-
ing. Such an association should be na-
tion-wide, with service facilities of its
own in which beginning technicians
would gain the experience and ad-
vanced training needed to qualify for a
position as an electronic technician. It
could be funded by an existing associa-
tion....

I need work, as do many other in-
dividuals who have had formal tech-
nical training but seemingly do not
have sufficient experience.

T. G. A.
Phoenix, Arizona

Both of these readers touch an key
points of a continuing problem which
some electronic service businesses and
associations have dealt with success-
fully. Unfortunately for employer and
trainee alike, too many owners of ser-
vice businesses still regard apprentice
training as an expense rather than as
an investment. And it can be an in-
vestment, if approached in an orga-
nized, realistic manner.

To be effective, an apprenticeship
program must meet the needs of both
the employer and the trainee. For the
employer, it should he compatible with
his existing operation and should pro-
ceed at a rate which allows thorough-
ness but yet enables the employer to
realize a return on his investment as
soon as possible. For the apprentice, it
must provide a reasonable entry-level
wage, with periodic evaluation and
commensurate wage increases at rea-
sonable intervals.

Service business owners who are in-
terested in establishing an effective ap-
prenticeship program and individuals
who are enrolled in or have completed
a course of instruction in electronics
and who are interested in enrolling in
an apprenticeship program can obtain
guidance from a number of sources.
the most knowledgeable and experi-
enced of which probably is the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training of the
U.S. Department of Labor. This agen-
cy has established and presently ad-
ministers apprenticeship programs for
a number of skilled and semi -skilled
trades. (For the office in your area,
look under the "United States Govern-
ment" listing in your phone directory.)
Other sources of guidance are state
employment services and local, state
and national electronic associations.

Electronic service business owners
who are willing to accept apprentice
technicians are invited to announce
their willingness in the READERS'
AID department of ET/D.

The fastest, easiest, most -reliable,
least -expensive way to test transistors

Sprague's Model A Transistor Curve Tracer
by Jud Williams Incorporates Dynamic

Signature Pattern' Servicing Technique

Eliminate transistor damage.
Did you ever unsolder a transistor to test it.

find it defective, then wonder if it was ruined
in removal? Or. if the device tested OK, how
about the ticklish job of resoldering without
damage to either transistor or board? The solu-
tion to such problems is in -circuit testing with
the "Signature Pattern" technique.

What are Signature Patterns?
They are scope readouts of the dynamic im-
pedance of in -circuit transistors. With this
unique test method, the transistor under test
is actually turned on, not merely made to oscil-

late, as with conventional techniques. The

-Signature Pattern" method of trouble -shooting
has these definite advantages: (1) Quick, deci-
sive, "good -or -bad" tests of suspect transis-
tors; (2) Discovery of defective components
within transistor circuits even when transistors
are good; (3) Elimination of damage to tran-
sistors and other components: (4) Safe testing
with system power removed.

Quick, accurate tests.
By observing the family of curves, you can
determine at a glance such parameters as gain,
linearity, saturation, avalanche point, and leak-

age. No zeroing or balancing is necessary. The
Model A also performs the all-important break-
down voltage test. It will identify a transistor
type as either silicon or germanium. In addition,
it will analyze an FET as either junction -type
or insulated gate, as well as determine the
pinch -off voltage

Service modules profitably.
With more and more set -makers switching to
modular circuitry, it becomes economically dif-
ficult for service shops to stock a variety of
plug-in panels in quantity . . . not to mention
excessive costs to your customers when panel
replacements are made. Also. you waste valu-
able time processing paper work and preparing
modules for shipment to the factory for repair
or credt. The practical solution is to quickly
and economically repair defective modules in
your own shop with the "Signature Pattern"
test technique.

Low-cost testing.
When the Sprague Model A Curve Tracer is

connec:ed to any general-purpose scope, you
have the most complete semiconductor testing
facility possible at a budget price . . . only

5149.53.

Get the Sprague Model A Transistor Curve Tracer frcm your
Sprague distributor now. Or, ask him for Brochure M-957.
If his supply of brochures is depleted, write to Sprague
Products Co.. 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. )1247.

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIAIMITY

. for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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ONE YEAR

GUARANTEE

. , .

EXCEPT TUBES S

ALL PARTS

INCLUDED

TRANSISTORS

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS.

VHF OR UHF ANY TYPE $9.95

UHF/ VHF COMBINATION $15.00

In this price all parts are included.

Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors are
charged extra. This price does not include muti-
lated tuners.

Fast, efficient service at our conveniently lo-
cated service centers.

All tuners are ultrasonically cleaned, repaired,
realigned, and air tested.

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT TUNER $9.95

(in Canada 514.95)

This price buys you a complete new tuner built
specifically by SARKES TARZIAN INC. for this
purpose.

All shafts have a maximum length of 101z2" which
can be cut to 11/2".

Specify heater type parallel and series 450mA
or 600mA.

Customized tuners are available at cost of only
$15.95 - With trade-in $13.95.
(in Canada 517.95/515.95)

Send in your original tuner for comparison
purposes.

TSC

J

WATCH US
GROW

HEADQUARTERS
ARIZONA
CALIFORNIA

FLORIDA
GEORGIA
ILLINOIS

BLOOMINGTO \ INDIANA 47401
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85713
NORTH HOLL 1 CALIF. 91601
BURLINGAME. CALIF. 94010
MODESTO, CALIF. 95351
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33606
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30310
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60621
SKOKIE. ILLINOIS 60076

INDIANA HAMMOND. INDIANA 46323
INDIANAPOLI- INDIANA 46204
LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY 40208
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA 71104
BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21215 5505 Reisterstown Rd., Box 2624. Tel. 301-358-1186
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63132 10530 Page A Tel. 314-429-0633
LAS VEGA `,. NEVADA 89102 1412 Western A #1 Tel. 702-384-4235
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08638 901 North Olden Avenue Tel. 609-393-0999
JERSEY CITY. NEW JERSEY 07307 ... 547-49 Tonnele A (Hwy. 1&9) Tel. 201-792-3730

OHIO CINCINNATI, OHIO 45216 7450 Vine Street Tel. 513-821-5080
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44109 4597 Pearl Road Tel. 216-741-2314
TOLEDO, OHIO 43624 119 North Erie Street Tel. 419-243-6733
PORTLAND. OREGON 97210 1732 N.W. 25th Avenue Tel. 503-222-9059
GREENEVII I I TENNESSEE 37743 1215 Snapp' Ferry Road Tel. 615-639-8451
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38111 3158 Barron Avenue Tel. 901-458-2355
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218 11540 Garland Road Tel. 214-327-8413
NORFOLK. VIRGINIA 23502 4538 East Princess Anne Rd. ... Tel. 804-855-2518
ST. I \ I PI \ r. MONTREAL,

(l('EBE(' H4N-2L7 305 Decarie Boulevard Tel. 514-748-8803
for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card

KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MARYLAND
MISSOURI
NEVADA
NEW JERSEY

OREGON
TENNESSEE

TEXAS
VIRGINIA
CANADA

137 S. Walnut Street Tel. 812-334-0411
P.O. Box 4534, 1528 S. 6th St. .. Tel. 602-791-9243
10654 Magnolia Boulevard Tel. 213-769-2720
1324 Maraten Road Tel. 415-347-5728
123 Phoenix Avenue Tel. 209-521-8051
1505 Cypress Street Tel. 813-253-0324
938 Gordon Street S.W. Tel. 404-758-2232
737 West 55th Street Tel. 312-873-5556-7
5110 West Brown Street Tel. 312-675-0230
6833 Grand A Tel. 219-845-2676
817 North Pennsylvania St. Tel. 317-632-3493
2920 Taylor Boulevard Tel. 502-634-3334
3025 Highland Avenue Tel. 318-861-7745
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READERS' AID

Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

For Sale

Two Jerrold Model
Strength Meters. Both
dition.
S. BIRD
34 Pine Knoll Dr.
Trenton, N.J. 08638

704-B Field
in good con -

Retiring after 50 years of business,
with all stock and equipment at close
out prices. Please state your needs.
SAM BLOTNICK
90 North Washington St.
Boston, Mass. 02114

The following Heathkit test equip-
ment: IG-57A Post-Marker/Sweep
Generator. 10-102 Oscilloscope and
1M-18 VTVM. Will accept best offer
for one or all.
JOHN F. AHI.FELD
5 846 S.W. 50 Terr.
Miami, Fla. 33155

Quality test equipment at reasonable
prices. Please write for listing.
ALBERT CHONKA
816 Richford St.
Duquesne, Pa. 15110

Windsor Electronics picture tube re-
building machine. Please write for de-
tails and price.
CROSS RADIO SHOP
197-203 No. Winooski Ave.
Burlington, Vt. 05401

Riders Radio & TV manuals for
$10.00 each plus $1.25 postage. Please
state volumes wanted.
STANLEY TROCH
290 Main St.
Spotswood, N.J. 08884

B&K Model 1470 Oscilloscope with
two probes.
C.N.G. ELECTRONICS
R.D. 1 Box 220
Brass Castle Rd.
Washington, N.J. 07882

Tubes for antique radios and TV. Send
list of tubes needed.
F. SAI.INSKE
3412 N. Greenview
Chicago, III. 60657

For Sale
Build your own tuner substitute from
old TV tuners. Simple plans $1.00.
WILLIAM E. MORGAN
Rt. 2
Bruce, Miss. 38915

Business for Sale
I would like to retire from an estab-
lished Radio/TV Appliance Sales &
Service business of 24 years. Located
in the heart of a town with 6000 popu-
lation, with leading TV and appliance
franchises. Please write for details.
LEUTYS TV & APPLIANCE
1 10 S. Broadway
Salem, III. 62881

TV/ Radio/ Burglar Alarm Sales & Ser-
vice shop in A -I location. Will accept
reasonable offer.
GEORGE J. BOSTANY
Royal TV Radio
7316 3rd Ave.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11209

Established TV business servicing mo-
tels. House and one acre of property is
included. Please write for details.
ZANE ENTERPRISES INC.
528 Marlyn Dr.
Rio Grande, N.J. 08242

TV tuner repair business for sale.
Three locations (one or all). Please
write for details.
C. R. WICKS
4538 East Princess Ann Rd.
Norfolk, Va. 23502

Employment Opportunity
We need good TV repairmen for both
bench and outside servicing. Please
send resume and salary requirements.
HOLLYWOOD TV
3 15 South 21st Ave.
Hollywood, Fl. 33020

Information Needed
I have an old Atwater Kent Model 20
radio and would like to know if any-
one makes a power supply to take the
place of the battery pack. Information
on how to build one would be appre-
ciated.
DEAN'S TV
Box 359
Seiling, Okla. 73663

I want to know the size of a choke
used in a Geiger Counter Model GC -

continued on page 12

RpP EqP IOW 1

AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
CUT WIRE & CABLE

INSTALLATION COSTS
. . . without cutting into insulation!
SAFE!  Grooved Guide positions wire for
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

No. T-18-Fits wires up to
3/16" in diameter.

BELL,
TELEPHONE,

THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR

ALARM
and other low
voltage wiring.

Uses T-18
staples with 3/16" round crown

in 3/8" leg length only.

No. T -25 --Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.

Same basic construction
and fastens same
wires as No. 1-18. /<-

Also used for
RADIANT

HEAT WIRE

Uses T-25 staples
with 1/4" round crown in 9/32", -
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths.;'

T-18 and T-25 staples also available in Monel and
with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost.

No. T -75 --Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.

RADIANT HEAT
CABLE,

OF CABLE,
WIRE CONDUIT

COPPER TUBING
or any non-metallic

sheathed cable.
Also used as

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.

Uses 1.75 staples with 1/2"
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and

7/8" leg length

Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time
and effort on every type of wire or cable fasten-
ing job. Arrow staples are specially designed with
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and
rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel
construction and high -carbon hardened steel
working parts are your assurance of maximum
long -life service and trouble -free performance.

Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer
or write for further details.

)12:1=ICE
Saddle Brook. New J ccccc 07663-- -,/ffl.

"Pioneers and Pacesetters
For Almost A Half Century"

... for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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STOP!
ERRATIC
TUNERS

"AUTOMATION" FOR
TUNER CLEANING IS HERE!

Sulfurs, oxides and other films have caused chronic cleaning problems for years.
Perma-Clean Tuner Tabs "Automatically" cleans the tuner contacts everytime the
channel selector is rotated.
The cells of Tuner Tabs are impregnated with "Perma-Clean" a non -evaporating cleaner
that will not cake or harden.

DEALER NET

$995 PER/CARD OF 12 TABS
Designed For B/W
and Color Strip
Type VHF Tuners

INSTALL 2 TABS THE OTHER 10 ARE YOUR PROFIT
See your local parts distributor or write to

In Canada:

len finkler ltd
25 Toro Road, Downsvlew, Ontario

UNIVERSAL TUNER TABS MFG., INC
12400 Minnetonka Blvd.
Hopkins, Minn. 55343

... for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card

LEADER...
outduals
them

Compact, economical, solid
state accuracy. For prod'n,
field maintenance, quality
control, lab, design & testing.
Features -
 15MHz bandwidth
 Trig. 8 auto. sweep -

from 100 nanosec cm
(10X mag.) to 0.5sec cm,
17 steps calibr'd.

 AC DC coupling per than.
 Separate or simultaneous

sweep display of ch 18 2
- alternating, chopped, algebraically added
& vector (X.Y).

 10mVp-p.cm vert sensitivity.
 Cont. scale illumination wiront panel control.
 73.4"H x 97/8"W x 15"D, 14 lbs.

C,

LBO.505
5" DUAL TRACE
DUAL CHANNEL
TRIGGERED,.

$669.95

1

With probes,
adapters, leads.

"Put us to the test"

LEADER151 Dupont St., Plainview, LI., N.Y. 11803 (516) 8229300
INSTRUMENTS CORP

... for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card

READERS AID...
continued front page 1I

Information Needed, cont.
235. This instrument has the follow-
ing information on the side of the
case: The Prospector, Radiac Co. Inc.,
New York, N.Y., Atomic and Geo-
physical Prospecting Instruments.
ALVIN MCQUIGG
Box 37 Sitkum Route
Myrtle Point, Or. 97458

Wanted

Transformer No. B-80207 and sche-
matic for a Fairchild Preamplifier
Equalizer Model 245-Serial No.
1003-25W.
ORVILLE J. NICHOLAS
Box 278
Palmer. Nebr. 68864

The manufacturer or distributor of an
Ideal AM/FM Radio and Cassette Re-
corder. It is a Mitsumi No. M34A-1
made by the Mitsumi Electric Co.
WILLIAM PERRY
906 17th Ave. No.
Texas City, Texas 77590

One or more Geiger Counter Tubes
No. 1B85. Must be reasonable.
ARO ELECTRONIC SERVICE
735 Mills St.
Kalamazoo, Mich. 49001

Instruction manual for a Precision
Model E-400 Sweep Generator.
DAVID P. VOLLER
202 18th St.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15215

Photofact folders 1000-1367. Provide
numbers available and price.
DAVID R. MCKNIGHT
Butternut Lane
Norwalk, Conn. 06851

Idler Wheel for "Commodore" Por-
table Phono (Japanese).
HAROLD D. WRIGHT
708 Glover Ave.
Enterprise, Ala. 36330

Service information for a Stereo Loud-
speaker Equalizer Model SE -III manu-
factured by Elektra Amplidyne Re-
search, Box 698, Levittown, Pa. The
company is now out of business.
JOEL HUNEKE
3671 Hudson Manor Terrace
Riverdale, N.Y. 10463
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We have a new, unused copy of Tek-
fax 111 and will trade for a clean copy
of Tekfax 109.
R. FROWERK
4330 SE. Woodward St.
Portland, Or. 97206

Heathkit OP -1 scope for parts-pri-
marily the power transformer.
KENNETH PARROTTE
RD. 2 Box 233
Beaver Dams, N.Y. 14812

Operator's manual for a Pyramid Ca-
pacitance Resistor Analyzer. Serial
No. PE 10020-Type-CRA-1.
ALEX NEMEITH
310 Henry Ave.
Steubenville, Ohio 43952

Schematic for a Signal Generator
Model TS-452C/U made by Lewyt
Manufacturing Corp. of Brooklyn,
N.Y.
B. C. Ruiz
477 Blossom Hill Rd.
San Jose, Calif. 95123

Operator's manual for a Wintronix
Dynamic Sweep Circuit Analyzer
Model 820, made by Winston Elec-
tronics Inc.
DANIEL T. BROWN
922 15th St.
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

Good working Sprague Model T06
Capacitor Tester or other good work-
ing testers and Video IF transformer
Part No. 720127 for a Emerson Model
698B. Will accept used part.
LEON ARENDS
102 N. Webster
Shenandoah, Ta. 51601

A repairable RCA/Rider Channelyist
or Hickock Traceometer. Also, 01-A
and obsolete radio/TV tubes for sale..
Will send listing.
JIM FARAGO
c/o Robert Paul TV
247 W. Park St.
So. St. Paul, Minn. 55107

Schematic for a radio manufactured
by Audiophone Radio Mfg. Co., Wau-
kegan, Ill., with a tube complement of
(4) 24As; (1) 80; (I) 45: (I) NX-
245.
ROBERT E. SEIBERT
Rt. 1 Box 248
Lambertville, N.J. 08530 II

If yotim not
using IA
Universal

Transistors, the
odds are 800 -631

yotfre wasting
time andmoney!

We boiled over 50,000 transistors
down to a universal product line of
74 devices, an 800 -to -1 reduction.
This lets you satisfy 99% of your func-
tional requirements, faster and easier.
It cuts down the time -eating task of
searching for exact replacements,
locating special sources, then waiting
for delivery.

You'll save more money too, by
getting IR's 20% -off -net -pricing on a
10 -piece purchase, instead of the
10% offered by other brands. And,
you're assured of premium quality,
because all International Rectifier
transistors are conservatively rated to

give reliable performance with extra
margins of safety.

To make your job even simpler,
we're giving away our expanded Tran-
sistor Applications Slide -Rule, with 14
additional new transistor types, that
lets you quickly pick the right transis-
tor for your application.

GET YOUR NEW IR SLIDE -RULE
FREE, plus our current "Semiconduc-
tor Cross Reference and Transistor
Data Book", by redeeming the cou-
pon below at your nearest IR distribu-
tor. Switch to International Rectifier's
"universal transistor line" and make
the odds work in your favor.

A0Titi,W
,,,-;-//,>--.:.,---."--
Vi- '-, ,----- .

GOOD FOR NEW

litr, %0 La [1:3
\,. , 0
1

1. 1

ItINTERNATIONAL_ RECTIFIERI?R
Semiconductor Div.:233 Kansas St.. El Segundo, California 90245 (2 3) 678-6281

Iii'",...,..----,..._

f\d

74)1f: '4
5EMICONOUGTOR144 '

CROSS REFERENCE
AND TRANSISTOR

DATA BOOK
(Value SI 00)

A

REDEEMABLE
FOR ONE

IR TRANSISTOR
APPLICATION
SLIDE -RULE VA%

_=DRS OatOat
-

for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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This unusual switch
cable TVuser into your
customer.

The new exclusive Winegar
Cablemate TV Signal Selector lets your
customers enjoy the advantages of both
cable and TV antenna reception.
If there's cable TV in your area, a lot of your -
customers already have, or someday will have, a
cable hookup. Most of them sign up to get long
distance stations or local programming not possi-
ble with an outdoor antenna. At the same time, ---
cable people claim that every subscriber will get
better reception all the way around.

But the cable subscriber usually gets short-
changed. He soon finds out that the channels he
regularly watched with an outdoor antenna don't
come in as clear on cable. And these are almost
always the network stations, the ones people
watch 90% of the time.

Technicians Frequently Get Blame
The problem of poor quality cable reception on
one or more channels is a common one in city af-
ter city. Too often the TV technician is called for
TV set repair when the cable is really at fault.

Cable outages, too, are a frequent customer com-
plaint.

That's where you come in. With a Winegard
Cablemate TV Signal Selector and a Winegard
outdoor antenna.

Cablemate lets you connect cable signal and the
antenna signal to the TV receiver. The viewer
simply flips a switch to select antenna or cable.
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can turn a
new TV antenna

Not "Just Another Switch"
Cablemate, of course, is not
an ordinary switch. It has

specially designed circuitry
with 58db isolation to pre-
vent interference between
cable and antenna signals.
And it gives you a choice of
coax or twinlead antenna in-
put.

SWITCH INSTANTLY
FROM ANTENNA
TO CABLE

CABLE TV
CONNECTS
HERE

CONNECTS
TO VHF 8
UHF SET
TERMINALS

CONNECT
TV ANTENNA
HERE FOR
BEST LOCAL
REC EPT I -)r,l

Customers Are Waiting For You
If your cable TV customer already has a good an-
tenna on the roof, then all he needs is Cablemate.
But if he has an inadequate antenna or none at
all, then he's a hot prospect for both an antenna
and Cablemate. That's profitable business ... and
the easiest way yet to sell a TV antenna to a cable
subscriber.

As you can tell, you stand to gain a lot from one
switch! But then remember it comes from Wine-
gard, the folks who consistently originate new
and better products for the TV service industry.

MODEL CTS -2
( I llustrated)
$16.95 suggested list.
Model CTS -1 (same, but
has 75 ohm and 300 ohm
output to set and does not
include coax or band sepa-
rator): $14.95 suggested
list.

For more information, circle the reader's service
card or write to: Winegard Company, 3000 Kirk-
wood Street, Burlington, Iowa 52601

ISV
WINEGARD
TELEVISION SYSTEMS

Winegard Company / 3000 Kirkwood Street / Burlington. Iowa 52601

. for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Philco Consumer Electronics to Be Sold by Ford to White

Ford Motor Company has agreed to sell its Philco-Ford home entertainment electronic
products marketing operation to White Consolidated Industries, Cleveland, Ohio. The trans-
action, which industry sources say will be completed sometime in March, reportedly includes
the sale of the Philco-Ford marketing organization, the Philco name and two Philco-Ford manu-
facturing plants. Philco-Ford will no longer market home entertainment electronic products in
the U.S., but will continue to manufacture color TV receivers and refrigerators, which will be
marketed by the White -owned Philco sales organization. Philco-Ford, in addition, reportedly will
continue to manufacture radios, air conditioner parts and electronic control devices, for sale
to the U.S. and Canadian automobile industries.

White Consolidated Industries currently is a manufacturer and marketer of appliances, in-
cluding Gibson, Hamilton, Kelvinator, Roy and Vesta brands.

Philco-Ford manufacturing plants which will be sold to White include the cabinet and stereo
assembly operation in Watsontown, Pa., and the Taiwan facility in Taipei, which produces
black -and -white TV receivers, stereo components and radios.

Although Philco-Ford's color TV sales increased 14 percent over 1972 sales, compared to
an overall industry increase of 11 percent, and its black -and -white TV sales in 1973 increased
about 1 percent, compared to an overall industry decline of 13 percent, the company claimed
only 5 percent of the total color TV market and about 7 percent of the black -and -white market.

EIA Statistics Reveal 1973 Was Record Year for Color TV Sales

The Marketing Services Department of the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) has re-
leased statistics which reveal that U.S. sales of color TV receivers to dealers in 1973 were up
10.6 percent over the number sold in 1972. However, monochrome TV set sales to dealers
during 1973 were 13.7 percent below sales in 1972, producing a 1.4 percent decline in the
total number of TV receivers sold to dealers in 1973 compared to the 1972 total.

Comparison of other EIA Marketing Service statistics for 1973 and 1972 reveal that auto
radio sales in 1973 were up 22 percent over 1972 sales, while sales of home radio receivers
in 1973 were down 10.5 percent from 1972 sales.

1973 Consumer Electronics Sales to Dealers
Source: EIA Marketing Services Dept.

TELEVISION 1973 1912 Percent
Monochrome 7,032,793 8,145,374 (-13.7)
Color 9,263,503 8,377,843 (+10.6)

TOTAL TELEVISION 16,296,296 16,523,217 (- 1.4)

RADIO

AM 16,923,558 na
FM 18,846,503 na
TOTAL HOME 35,770,061 39,951,997 (-10.5)
Automobile 12,471,677 10,224,319 (+22.0)

TOTAL RADIO 48,241,738 50,176,316 (- 3.9)

PHONOGRAPH

Portable 5,673,316 5,970,519 (- 5.0)
Console 922,758 948,581 (- 2.7)

TOTAL PHONOGRAPH 6,596,074 6,919,100 (- 4.7)

OSHA Compliance Costly to Independent Business, Enforcement Stepped Up

It has cost a relatively small segment of the business community almost seven million dol-
lars to comply with the rules of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), according to
data gathered and reported by the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB). This
figure includes both the cost of changes made to comply with the act and fines levied against
businesses for violations of OSHA rules.

The NFIB also reports that the data, obtained from its continuous field survey of independent
businesses during 1973, indicates that the number of inspections have increased and the de -
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mands of inspectors have become progressively tougher.
During the first quarter of 1973, seven percent of the 36,985 respondents to the NFIB sur-

vey reported that they had been inspected, and of that seven percent, 33 percent reported that
they were charged with violations. Of that total, 18 percent either were assessed fines or
were required to make changes, with total costs for both coming to $1,229,000.

In the second quarter of 1973, six percent of 38,721 respondents reported that they had
been inspected, and 40 percent of those inspected were charged with violations. Of this 40
percent, 24 percent reported costs for payment of fines or for required changes, with the
total coming to $1,510,000.

Third-quarter data indicated that six percent of the 44,061 respondents had been inspected,
and 41 percent of those inspected were charged with vio,ations. Of this 41 percent, 26 percent
reported fines or compliance costs, with the total amounting to $1,928,000.

NFIB data indicates that Labor Department agents stepped up their activity even more curing
the final quarter of the year. Of the 41,691 respondents during this quarter, eight percent re-
ported being inspected, and the percentage of those reporting being charged with violations
jumped to 43 percent, with 30 percent of this number reporting costs for fines and compli-
ance totaling $2,112,000. Of this total fourth-quarter cost, 25 percent, or $516,550, was re-
ported by independent business owners who classify themselves as retailers.

30KV Color TV Draws Attention of Bureau of Radiological Health

The designed increase of picture tube anode voltage from 26KV to as high as 31KV is a major
source of concern at the HEW Bureau of Radiological Health (BRH), according to a recent re-
port in Television Digest. Principal concern, says the report, is that multiple failures in a 30KV
receiver might lead to dangerous levels of radiation. BRH is also worried about the possibility
that replacement picture tubes designed for lower -voltage receivers might be used in higher -
voltage models. The report states that an engineer for one TV manufacturer says the. "any
25 -inch (V) color picture tube will meet the letter of the law in even the highest -voltage set,
but the margin of safety will be lessened if the tube was designed for lowe- operation voltage,
because low -voltage tubes have less lead in glass."

Another BRH concern, according to the report, is the possibility that a "KV race" will de-
velop among TV manufacturers. Responding to this concern, one color TV engineer reportedly
said, "I doubt that industry will go any higher. The amount of lead we're using now already
gives us a ripple problem and causes face -plate browning, and we're not too far from a flicker
problem." The flicker problem reportedly is caused by the fact that the inherent 30 -Hertz
flicker of the U.S. TV system becomes more noticeable at higher brightness levels.

RCA presently has the highest -anode -voltage color TV receiver, with 31KV, followed by Mag-
navox and Zenith at 30KV, and General Electric and Motorola at about 28KV. Philco, Sylvania

and Admiral all are under 27KV. The report said that a spokesman for one TV manufacturer it
the under-30KV category (unidentified) told Television Digest that a 33KV chassis is "pencilec

in" for the company's 1975 line.

Xcelite Acquired by Cooper Industries

Xcelite, Inc., Orchard Park, New York, manufacturer of hand tools for the electronic indus-
try, has been purchased by Cooper Industries. Xcelite will be combined with Weller, the solder -

tool and solder manufacturing operation of Cooper Industries, to form the Weller-Xcelite Divi-

sion of The Cooper Group.

RCA to Increase TV Prices

Prices of almost all RCA color TV receivers introduced this year will be increased along
with those of some current models, according to William E. Boss, Division Vice Presiden',

Marketing, RCA Consumer Electronics. Optional retail price increases of about $10 per set
for most current and newly introduced black -and -white TV receivers also have been announced

by RCA, and are effective February 10.
The reasons given by Mr. Boss for the price increases is that labor, material and other pro-

duction costs have continued to increase to a level at which RCA no longer can absorb them.

Citing some examples, Mr. Boss stated that the cost of copper, electrolytic capacitors, woods

and plastics have increased approximately 30 percent over price levels of a year ago. 
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GC ELECTRONICS
CALECTRO E

test meters

21 RANGE F.E.T.
MULTI -TESTER
Solid State V.T.V.M.

1 with decibel scale.

1011111hipll

r22 RANGE
"BENCH -STYLE"
MULTI -TESTER
with decibel scale.

18 RANGE
MULTI -TESTER
"Pop-up" meter
movement.

GC
ELECTRONICS

c225

CALECTRO-A LOT
OF METER FOR

YOUR MONEY

INSTANT
REPLACEMENT

WARRANTY

GC ELECTRONICS
DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC. 0
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 U.S.A.

... for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATION DIGEST
Information about the activities of national, state and local associa-
tions of electronic servicers, dealers and manufacturers. Material
for publication in this department should be addressed to: Service
Association Digest, ET/D, 1 East First St., Duluth, Minn. 55802.

Texas Electroaics Association Management
Institute March 15-20
The 11th annual Texas Electronics Association Management
Institute will be held March 15-20 at the Stagecoach Inn,
Salado, Texas. The course offers both fundamental and
advanced management techniques. Instructors include John
Sperry, Lincoln. Nebraska, who will explain the use of his
new flat -rate pricing guide, titled "Tech's Guide to Pricing."

Wisconsin Association Changes Name, Joins NESDA
The Wisconsin Electronic Service Association, previously
chartered under the name "TESA of Wisconsin," recently
announced the change of name and its new affiliation with
the National Electronics Service Dealer Association.

NATESA Offers Members Parts
Procurement Assistance
The National Alliance of Television & Electronic Service
Associations (NATESA) recently announced a "Parts Ex-
pediting" program designed to help members obtain a part
which is not available locally.
"Procurement" cards have been sent to all NATESA mem-
bers. If after a reasonable effort has been made by the
member to obtain a part from local sources, but the part
seemingly is not available, the member can fill out the
"Procurement" card and mail it to NATESA. NATESA
then attempts to get the part for the member.
Additional information about the "Parts Expediting" pro-
gram can be obtained by writing: NATESA, 5908 S. Troy
St., Chicago, III. 60629.

Missouri Forms New Association,
Affiliates with NESDA
The Missouri Electronics Service Dealers Association
(MESDA), formed recently by a group of existing locals,
has announced its affiliation with the National Electronics
Service Dealers Association. Len Jacob, St. Louis, is Presi-
dent of MESDA.

Annual Conventions Announced
Colorado Professional Electronics Association, June 21-23,
at the Holiday Inn, Vail, Colorado.
North Carolina Electronic Technicians' Association, June
21-23, at the Holiday Inn, Charlotte, North Carolina.

NESDA Reschecules House of
Representatives Meeting
The National Electronics Service Dealers Association has
postponed its House of Representatives meeting, previously
scheduled for January 24 and 25 in San Antonio, Texas,
and rescheduled it for April 11 and 12 in San Antonio, in
conjunction with the regular meeting of the Texas Elec-
tronics Association. 



We're making it our business to make your business easier.

All GE 18"and 19"diagonal
color TV's have

in -home warranty service.

Whatever went wrong with
their new General Electric
television set isn't your fault.
But by the time your cus-
tomers get around to calling
you, somehow you're the guy
they vent their frustrations
on. So to try to save wear and

- tear on your nerves, we're
doing what we can to help
reduce your customers'
irritation.

Specifically, we're giving
in -home warranty service
on all our 18 and 19 -inch

diagonal color sets (with and without handles).
And if you don't think that's important, ask the
next lady who has to lug a We're keeping your
60 lb. set into your shop. customers happier by

keeping their sets at home.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
TV Receiver Products Dept., Portsmouth, Va.

. . . for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

Descriptions and specifications of the products included in this department are
provided by the manufacturers. For additional information, circle the corresponding
numbers on the Reader Service Card in this issue.

3002 Port -A -Analyst can be operated from either AC or DC
uninterrupted use of the receiver while the receiver tuner is
trouble analysis. It costs $59.95. Model 2002 Analyst is a b
portable trouble analysis instrument. The price of Model

CATV MIDBAND TRAP 701
Attenuates undesired 108 to 174 MHz CATV signals

The Blonder -Tongue Model MWT-4 CATV Midband
Trap is designed to attenuate undesired 108 to I 74MHz

CATV midband signals. The trap is continuously adjustable
over this range and its attenuation may be varied between

0.5 and 40dB. It also has a single -frequency attenuation of
60dB and passes all other frequencies from 54 to 300MHz

with a maximum loss of I dB outside notch. The notch
bandwidth is 2.0MHz at 3dB down; 100kHz at 30dB down

and 35kHz at 40dB down. The 7551 thruline has a return
loss of 20dB from 54 to 216MHz and 12dB at 300MHz.

Other specifications include: depths of individual
notches-notch A, 9dB; notch B, I 3dB. The variable

depth range is 10 to 40dB in the cancellation mode, and
0.5 to 13dB in the single -section (B) model.

VHF/UHF PORTABLE TV TUNERS 700
Three models available either for trouble analysis
or to give the customer use of the TV receiver
while the tuner is being repaired

The three models of PTS Electronics solid-state VHF/UHF
Portable TV Tuners are easily connected to any TV receiver
and provide low -noise reception on all VHF and UHF TV
channels. Model 3001 Port -A -Tuner, shown here, is AC
powered and can be left connected to the receiver while the
customer's tuner is being repaired. It is available in green,
blue or black vinyl cabinet, has an on/off pilot light and a
gain adjustment on the front panel, and costs $49.95. Model
and also can be left in the home, to give the customer

being repaired, or it can be used as a substitute tuner for
attery-powered substitute tuner intended primarily as a
2002 is $44.95.

FOR MORE
NEW PRODUCTS SEE

PAGE 46

mOon MW T- 4
BlONWR4ONGM

METRIC NUTDRIVER SET 702
Useful, and often essential, when
servicing foreign -made equipment

A compact convertible nutdriver set, Xcelite Model
PS -121 MM is designed with precise metric dimensions.
The set consists of ten pocket-size metric nutdrivers plus
a "piggyback" torque amplifier handle that slips over the
top of the midget tools to provide longer reach and
greater driving power whenever needed. The sockets of
the 31/2 in. long drivers have hex openings ranging from
3mm to lOmm. The drivers and 1 1/16 in. x 3'/a in.
auxiliary handle are housed in a convenient, flexible
plastic, see-thru, stand-up case with a snap -lock cover.
The nutdrivers are finished in bright nickel chrome and
embedded in black plastic handles.
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No other
10 MHz
oscilloscope
gives you all
this for $475

Locus

0 cal 0 5v0P

Ch:r 1

,,n

The TELEQUIPMENT D61
is a low priced 10 MHz dual
trace oscilloscope with sweep
rates up to 10 ns/div. It is ideally
suited for students, technicians,
and hobbyists.

Operating Ease. Front
panel controls are engineered
for instant recognition. Line or

TELEGUIRMENT
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frame displays are selected
automatically in the TV trigger
position. And, chopped or
alternate modes are deter-
mined automatically to
optimize display clarity.

Bright, stable viewing.
Stable waveforms, displayed on
an 8 x 10 cm crt, are easy to
view, even under unfavorable
ambient light conditions. Two
identical input channels sim-
plify generation of X -Y displays.
This is particularly useful in
analysis of vector patterns.

Application versatility.
Because of its X -'t capability,
the D61 simplifies alignment
and troubleshooting of color
television sets. Its performance
equals or exceeds the require-
ments for servicing audio
equipment, pocket calculators,
public safe1y control, alarm,
and communications systems,
microwave ovens, digital clocks,
and similar consumer elec-
tronic products.

Compact, portable. Fully
transistorized, and weighing
only 15 pounds, the D61 occu-
pies only 6.3 inches of bench
width. It's easy to transport and
use in con,ined working areas.

Tektronix reliability.
TELEQUIPMENT products
carry the well-krown Tektronix
warranty and are marketed
and supported by the
Tektronix organization.

Automatic triggering.
TV Frame
and line triggering.
Dual -trace, X -Y
and vector modes.

D Send me the D61 Spec Sheet and Telequipment
catalog.
Have your field engineer call to arrange a
demonstration.

Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005

Name

Title Telephone No.

Company

Address

City Stale Zip

TEKTRONIX
committed to

technicel excellon01

. . . for a demonstration circle No. 133 on Reader Service Card
... for literature only circle No. 139 on Reader Service Card
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Stocking these 9 ECG "semiconductors
is like having hundreds of solid-state
deflection circuit devices on hand.

GTE Sylvama has checked
out hunlrais of different TV
set models to find out what
they have Ln. common.

And we've been able to
boil down oractizally all of
their deflection circuit needs
to just nine parts.

Then, we put together a
brand-new cuss -reference
guide (ECG -212E) that tel:s
you which of the nine units
replaces which numbers.

But, we dic..:n't stop at
deflection circuits.
Our new guide also
covers over 751330
other parts including
industrial conrxinents
as well as all types of home
and auto entertainment
equipment.

Because we've reduced
the number of parts that you
have to haveou hand, it's
easier to keep a aimplete stock.

And that makes it easier
for you to be surf you have
the part you want when you
wart it.

GB SYLVANIA

GTE Sylvan a ElectromeCompments, Waltham, Mass. an

ECG 16
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TEKLAB REPORT

Magnavox's Color- TV
Chassis T982

by Joseph Zauhar

This modular solid-state chassis and the new in -line

picture tube used with it are evidence of

this manufacturer's commitment to improved
serviceability

 Last month in Teklab Report the
Videomatic Color System, Video
Control Preset Centering Circuit and
the "RGB" Color System in this
chassis were described. This month,
the other new circuits are examined.
The circuits and features discussed
are illustrated in the simplified sche-
matics included in the article, or you
can refer to the complete schematic
diagram, Tekfax Schematic No.
1498.

The new in -line picture tube used
in this chassis will reduce installation
time if the picture tube is replaced,
because all of the neck components
are replaced as a unit, which makes
replacement comparable to that of a
B/W picture tube. Another advan-
tage of the in -line system is that it
completely eliminates the dynamic
convergence circuitry, thereby dras-
tically reducing set-up time. The
scan and pincushion correction cir-
cuits do not affect the convergence
or purity of the picture tube. The
slight corrections needed for static
convergence and purity are accom-
plished by positioning of permanent
magnets which are an integral part
of the picture tube. These magnets
are factory pre-set and should sel-
dom require adjustment.

The deflection yoke is precision
wound and matched to the picture
tube, then cemented permanently to
the picture tube.

A conventional delta picture tube
is equipped with three electron guns
arranged in a triangular (delta) for-

mation, and has a shadow mask with
round holes and a screen with the
phosphors arranged in a delta dot
pattern. The three electron guns in
the new in -line picture tube are ar-
ranged in a straight horizontal line,
and the beam openings in the shad-
ow mask and the phosphors on the
screen are arranged in vertical lines.

To provide more brightness and
better focus, the 19VDKTCO2 color
picture tube employed in this chassis
requires 27kv anode voltage. This
higher anode voltage could not be
used in previous TV sets because
the picture tubes were not designed
for such a high voltage. The new in -
line picture tubes are produced with
glass having a higher lead content,
which prevents the possibility of x-
radiation outside of the TV set. Al-
so, the new chassis incorporates a
hold-down circuit in conjunction
with the horizontal oscillator circuit,
to prevent excess high voltage in
case of a circuit problem which
could cause it to exceed the maxi-
mum 27kv.

Convergence Touch -Up
The convergence adjustments of

the in -line system are different be-
cause the dynamic convergence cir-
cuitry has been eliminated. The
slight adjustments that might be
necessary for static convergence and
purity are accomplished with per-
manent magnets on the neck of the
picture. The procedure is outlined
in an accompanying chart.

Video Delay Module
The detected composite video sig-

nal from the emitter of the Video
Amplifier transistor, located on
Module 101, is applied through the
CONTRAST control to Video Delay
Module 105. This module amplifies
the luminance signal and delays it
by 0.6µsec. It also contains the
beam limiter and vertical blanking
circuits. The output of the module
is the luminance signal with vertical
blanking pulses. This signal is di-
rectly coupled to the three Video
Output Modules.

Signal Processor Module
The detected composite video sig-

nal from Video IF Module 101 is
coupled to Signal Processor Module
106. This module also receives a
positive 5v pulse from the horizon-
tal -output transformer. The Signal
Processor module provides positive -
going IF AGC, positive- and nega-
tive -going RF AGC, and two polari-
ties of composite sync pulses. (The
negative composite sync and the
positive RF AGC signals are not
used in this chassis.)

Chroma Processor Module
The composite video signal from

the Video Amplifier transistor, on
Module 101, and a negative pulse
from the horizontal -output trans-
former are fed to the inputs of
Chroma Processor Module 107.
This module controls the production
of color in the picture, and includes
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the color killer and automatic color
control (ACC) functions. The mod-
ule separates the chroma signal from
the composite video signal and gen-
erates a 3.58MHz reference signal,
then amplifies both to produce out-
put signals which are fed to the in-
puts of the Chroma Demodulator.

Chroma Demodulator Module
The Chroma Demodulator Mod-

ule has as its main element an inte-
grated circuit, ICI. Chroma output
from Chroma Processor Module 107
is coupled through transformer
T101 and capacitor C2 to pin 3 of
ICI. The 3.58MHz reference signal
from Module M107 is applied to
two tuned circuits. The first tuned
circuit, consisting of capacitor CI54,
coil L113 and capacitor C4, applies
a 3.58MHz signal to pin 6 of IC1.
The second tuned circuit, consisting
of coil L112 and capacitors C150
and C3, produces a 110° phase lag
in the 3.58MHz reference signal ap-
plied to pin 7. Integrated circuit ICI

The deflection yoke is precision wound and
matched to the picture tube, then cemented
in place.

ELECTRON
GUN

SHADOW
MASK

I I

PHOSPHOR
SCREEN

DELTA IN LINE

The precision in -line picture tube has its guns
arranged in a straight horizontal line and is
equipped with a slit shadow mask and phos-
phor screen with vertical lines. Courtesy of
Magnavox.

uses the two phases of 3.58MHz sig-
nal to demodulate the R-Y and
B-Y color difference signals from
the chroma signal. The G-Y color
difference signal is derived from
matrixing the R-Y and B-Y sig-
nals in ICI. The three color differ-
ence outputs from the module are
directly coupled to the three video
output stages.

Side Pincushion and High -
Voltage Regulator Circuits

The side pincushion correction

and high -voltage regulator circuits
modify the output of the horizontal
sweep circuit to correct for pincush-
ioning at the sides of the picture and
to maintain a constant level of high
voltage at the picture tube anode.

A trapezoidal voltage waveform
from the vertical deflection yoke is
fed to the integrating network con-
sisting of resistor RI and capacitor
Cl, the output of which is a para-
bolic wave at the vertical rate. The
parabolic wave is AC coupled by
capacitor C2 and resistor R2 to the
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Block diagram and signal paths of the Magnavox Color -TV Chassis T982. Courtesy of Magnavox.

LOCKING GREEN/BLUE

RING MAGNETS

RED/CYAN
MAGNETS

4 PURITY
MAGNETS

The static convergence and purity assembly are preset at the factory and should seldom require
adjustment.
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base of transistor 01. This transistor
amplifies and inverts the parabolic
wave. The inverted parabolic wave
is coupled through capacitor C3 to
the base of transistor Q2. Transistor
02 amplifies and inverts the signal,
which then is AC coupled through
capacitor C4 to the base of transis-
tor Q4. The collector of Q2 is con-
nected through zener diode Z2 to
the +145v supply so that any AC
ripple in this voltage is cancelled in
the horizontal -output stage. Tran-
sistor Q4 and Q304 are connected
in series with the emitter of horizon-
tal -output transistor Q302 and
ground; therefore, the signal at the
base of Q4 causes the horizontal

The Signal Processor Module employs one in-

tegrated circuit, and is held in place by the
edge connector contact springs and retainer.

sweep voltage to be modulated at a
vertical rate, to correct pincushion-
ing at the sides of the picture.

The DC bias voltage for Q4 is set
between 22 and 35v by the HIGH
VOLTAGE ADJUST control, R13. This
bias voltage level follows the +145
supply voltage by the action of Z1,
which always keeps the bottom of
R13 123v below the supply voltage.
As the supply voltage drops, the
base voltage of Q4 will also drop,
causing an increase in emitter -to -
base forward bias voltage. If Q4
conducts more, it causes Q304 to
conduct harder. Any change in the
+145 supply voltage changes the
base current of Q4 and Q304, which,
in turn, changes the output current.

The Chroma Processor and Chroma Demodula-
tor modules employ integrated circuits, which
contain most of the color circuit components.

Simplified schematic of the Chroma Demodulator circuit. Courtesy of Magnavox.
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This voltage change varies the emit-
ter voltage of horizontal -output
transistor Q302 an amount propor-
tional to the change in the +145v
supply. In this manner, the sweep
output voltage of Q302 is kept con-
stant except for the vertical modu-
lation needed for pincushion correc-
tion.

Top and Bottom Pincushion
Correction Circuit

The top and bottom pincushion
correct:on circuit eliminates distor-
tion at the top and bottom of the
raster. A positive 100v pulse at the
horizontal frequency, obtained from
the horizontal -output transformer, is
applied through coil L302, capacitor
C11 and C10 to the base of transis-
tor Q3. The input network of L302
and C312 shapes the 100v spike in-
to a parabolic wave with an ampli-
tude of approximately 30v p -p. A
portion of the parabolic wave is tak-
en from the junction of capacitive
divider C11, C10 and C9 and is fed
to the cathode of modulating diode
D2. Transistor 03 amplifies and in-

HIGH VOLTAGE HIGH VOLTAGE
TRIPLER FOCUS DIVIDER

HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMER

HORIZONTAL
OUTPUT
TRANSISTOR

Front view of the sweep circuit assembly.

rg. EpAallaS
O ART..

OLS.U7 TaANS1ST0001

R. r0

To SASE 0$
VII CAI.
parr AyO

The Side Pincushion and High Voltage Regulator Circuit. Courtesy of Top and Bottom Pincushion Circuit. Courtesy of
Magnavox. Magnavox.
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verts the parabolic wave, which then
is fed to the anode of modulating
diode DI. A trapezoidal wave, from
the vertical -output circuit, is applied
through R19 to the junction of R20
and R21. Capacitor C8 filters out
the high -frequency component of
the vertical wave and produces a
slightly rounded sawtooth at the ver-
tical frequency which, in turn, is fed
through R20 and R21 to the diodes.
Modulating diode D1 is forward
biased only during the positive
halves of both the vertical sawtooth
and the horizontal parabolic waves.
When diode DI conducts, it modu-
lates the vertical sawtooth with the
horizontal parabolic signals at its
anode. Similarly, D2 conducts only
during the negative halves of both
the vertical and horizontal pulses
and modulates the vertical with the
horizontal pulses at its cathode. The
modulated outputs of the diodes are
capacitively coupled to R16 and
then to the base of vertical differen-
tial amplifier transistor 05, on Mod-
ule 201. The modulated signal is
amplified and coupled to the vertical
deflection yoke, for top and bottom
pincushion correction.

Troubleshooting
If a malfunction occurs in this

chassis, it can be normally corrected
by an adjustment or by replacing a
module or plug-in transistor. The
Video IF, AFT, Pincushion/Voltage
Regulator and Horizontal Oscilla-
tor/Driver Modules are held in
place by a metal bracket. The re-
mainder of the modules are secured
by their connectors.

Before replacing anything, the
technician should check all affected
controls on the front and back of the
TV set. The chassis should be thor-
oughly inspected for loose module
connectors, broken wires, overheat-
ed components, etc. If the preceding
steps fail to locate the cause of the
problem, use the handy trouble-
shooting guide provided with the TV
set.

The module or transistor listed in
each step in the guide may be
checked by substitution. Unless the
problem involves the Videomatic
function, most steps should be per-
formed with the Videomatic circuit
turned OFF.

If the module substitution method
fails, the cause of the problem prob-
ably is in the main Signal Board,
Scan Board, chassis, tuner, or the

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
TRANSISTOR

VERTICAL
OUTPUT
TRANSISTORS

Bottom view of the chassis showing the location of the voltage regulator and the two vertical -
output transistors.

rStatic Convergence/Purity Adjustments
(1) Turn the red background control off and ad,ust the hie background con-

trols to produce a Cyan raster.

(2) Connect a color bar generator to the antenna terminals of the TV set and
tune in a crosshatch or dot pattern.

(3) Converge the Green and Blue pattern at the center of the screen by spread-
ing and/or rotating the Green/Blue magnets. (Do not move the purity magnets
while setting convergence.)

(4) Turn up the red background control until the red is visible.

(5) Converge the Red and Cyan pat:ern at the center of the TV screen by spread-
ing and/or rotating the Red/Cyan magnets.

(6) Retouch the Green/Blue and Red/Cyan magnets for tha best overall con-
vergence, as necessary.

(7) Rotate the locking ring to lock all the magnets in place.

(8) Perform the Color Temperature adjustments.

Note: If the purity and convergence magnets are completely out of adjustment,
set all three pairs of tabs to the 12 o'clock position before starting the con-
vergence procedures.

picture tube.
Removal and identification of

components on the Signal and Scan
Boards is simplified because of the
clearly roadmapped component and
signal path guides on the foil side of
the board. Also, the transistors are
placed in sockets, for easy substitu-
tion or replacement.

Summary
The color -TV set we analyzed

obviously was very accurately ad-
justed at the factory, and the conver-
gence did not need touch-up. How-
ever, if models equipped with this
chassis do require set-up, the con-

vergence procedure is drastically
simplified because of the elimination
of the dynamic convergence circuit-
ry. As described previously, the
slight corrections that might be re-
quired for static convergence and
purity are supplied by permanent
magnets which are an integral part
of the picture tube and which, in
most cases, do not require adjust-
ment.

If service is needed, it usually can
be performed in the home by substi-
tuting modules. Picture tube replace-
ment should require much less time
and effort because of the new in -line
system. 
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Fig. 1-Ignition o, powerline interference is characterized by dots and dashes
moving horizontally across the screen of the TV set.

TV Interference -Causes
and Cures

Ignition or
Powerline Interference

Ignition or powerline
interference (Fig. 1) is a
very common type of in-
terference, characterized
by dots and dashes mov-
ing horizontally across the
TV screen, usually inter-
mittently.

Ignition and powerline
interference generally arc
picked up by the twinlead
between the antenna and
the TV set. Because the
twinlead itself is a good
antenna, it can easily pick
up auto ignition interfer-
ence.

The most obvious solu-
tion to these two types of
interference is to replace

How to identify and eliminate the most

common types by Bert Wolf

the twinlead with coaxial
cable or shielded twinlead.
Shielded twinlead is supe-
rior to ordinary twinlead,
but does not eliminate in-
terference pickup as effec-
tively as does coaxial ca-
ble. Because the shield of
shielded twinlead often is
not properly terminated,
interference may not be
completely grounded out.

Coaxial cable does a
much better job of elimi-
nating interference, but of-
ten requires matching
transformers at the anten-
na and the TV set. (Some
antennas and TV receivers
are matched to 75a)

The TV set matching
transformer is very impor-

tant in eliminating inter-
ference. Even the best co-
axial cable shield picks up
some interference. How-
ever, a good matching
transformer, if properly
balanced, will feed signals
picked up by the shield in
opposite directions at
equal amplitudes, cancel-
ing the interfering signals.
Typical of the new, well
balanced matching trans-
formers is the Jerrold
Model T-4000 (Fig. 2).

Vacuum cleaners, sew-
ing machines, mixers, gar-
bage disposals, hair dryers
and other DC -powered
household appliances also
can cause dots and dashes
moving horizontally across
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Fig. 3-A "herringbone" pattern on the scre3n
Fig. 2-Jerrold's Model T-4000 Matching of the TV set is usually caused by FM station
Transformer. interference.

the TV screen similar to
auto ignition interference.
Dirty motor brushes can
cause the same type of in-
terference, not only within
the house in which it is in-
stalled, but to the whole
neighborhood, especially
in weak -signal areas. If
the offending motor or ap-
pliance is found in your
customer's home, install
new brushes and connect
an 0.15µf AC -type capac-
itor across the motor line
or use a plug -type noise
eliminator. Be sure you
connect the capacitor to
the motor side of the ON/
OFF switch, so it is connect-
ed across the AC line only
when the appliance is
switched oN. In a really
stubborn case, try con-
necting a capacitor across
the primary of the power
transformer. If it is a
transformerless TV set,
the capacitor is placed
across the input line.

Even your best efforts
might not be sufficient to
eliminate all types of ap-
pliance interference. In
many cases, you simply
have to tell the customer
that when her husband
uses his electric drill, she's
going to see interference
on the screen of her TV
set.

In some cases, it is the
power company's utilities
that cause the interference.
This problem is character-
ized by more or less con-
stant interference in a
number of houses in the

neighborhood. If you sus-
pect that the power com-
pany is at fault, advise
your customer and call the
power company. Often, an
experienced power com-
pany serviceman can lo-
cate a loose C -clamp or
Kearney connector, which,
when tightened, will elim-
inate the interference.

FM Interference
Strong local signals

from FM stations often
cause a "herringbone" pat-
tern (Fig. 3) on the screen
of a TV set. Such interfer-
ence can be identified with
a field strength meter, and
can be corrected by the in-
stallation of FM traps. In-
sert the FM trap (Fig. 4)
between the TV set and
the antenna. The trap will
attenuate all signals in the
FM band by about 20dB,
thereby eliminating the
TV interference. The traps
are available in either
300f2 or 75f1, depending
on the impedance of the
antenna system in which it
is to be installed.

If you prefer to connect
an FM radio to the TV
antenna, simply insert a
TV/FM coupler in the
lead-in at a point ahead of
where the trap is inserted.

In some installations,
FM interference is the re-
sult of a local station over-
loading a mast -mounted
preamplifier or a multi -
set amplified coupler. If
this is the case, replace the
preamplifier with a unit

Fig. 4-The 300:! FM Trap eliminates the "her-
ringbone" patterns caused by strong local FM
stations and attenuates the entire FM band
signal by about 20dB.

Fig. 5-Crossmodulation interference, shown here, is caused by a

strong local TV signal during reception of a distant signal on the same
channel.

that includes a built-in
tuneable FM trap.

Strong Local Channel
Interferes with
Distant Channel

This trouble is not easy
to recognize because the
interference can produce
any of a variety of symp-
toms. However, the pat-
tern shown in Fig. 5 is
quite common. You might
also hear sound distortion
or see cross -modulation
(bars moving across the
screen ). This problem is
recognized by seeing or
hearing the interference
on distant channels, but
not on the local channels.

To correct this problem,

insert a Single Channel
Trap (Fig. 6) between the
antenna and the TV set.
Such a unit provides about
20dB of attenuation on the
channel to which it is
tuned. This amount of sig-
nal attenuation should
eliminate the interference
on the distant channels
without causing any reduc-
tion in picture quality on
the local channels. If a
preamplifier is used for
the distant channels,
mount the Single Channel
Trap at a point ahead of
the preamplifier.

Ham, CB or Police
Band Interference

This interference prob-
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Fig. 6-A Single Channel Trap is

used to correct cross -modulation
interference, and provides 20dB
of attenuation on the channel to
which it is tuned.

FC0-47 as
Dalin.
Mph Pass
Mei
54-190 Mit

Matching
XFMR

Fig. 8-The Frequency Splitter
separates the TV band (54 to
890MHz) from the sub -TV band

(0 to 47MHz) frequencies, and is

installed in the lead-in wire ahead
of the preamplifier.

Fig. 7-The interference shown is caused by Ham, CB, or Pclice band
radio transmissions.

1 N

Fig. '0-Solid-state mast -mounted
preamplifier.

Fig. 9-"Snow" is actually noise which aptears on the TV screen as
tiny white dots, and is caused by a weak sigcal.

1cm (Fig. 7) can usually
be found with a field
strength meter and usual-
ly occurs only at certain
times of the day. (For ex-
ample, when the Ham ra-
dio operator is transmit-
ting.) To correct the prob-
lem, you could try com-

plaining to the FCC, but if
you know who is causing
the problem, call and tell
him politely, and he might
correct the problem as
soon as he is notified.
However, the best method
is to use a frequency split -
ter (Fig. 8). This unit sep-

arates the TV band (54 to
890MHz) from the sub -
TV band (0 to 47MHz)
frequencies. Because Ham,
CB and Police frequencies
fall below 47MHz, this
type of device is very ef-
fective. Use the Frequency
Splitter ahead of any pre-
amplifier or amplified cou-
pler used in the installa-
tion.

"Snowy" Picture
"Snow" is actually in-

ternally generated noise
which appears on the TV
set screen (Fig. 9) as tiny
white dots. Because the
noise is within the same
frequency range as the
transmitted TV signal, the
amplifying stages of the
TV set amplifies the noise
as well as the picture and
displays the noise on the
screen of the TV set.

To eliminate "snow"
caused by a weak signal,
you must amplify the TV
signal to a level sufficient-
ly above that of the noise.
This can be accomplished
with a mast -mounted an-
tenna preamplifier. (Fig.
10), which should be in-
stalled as close to the an-
tenna as possible. The best
signal-to-noise ratio is at
the output of the antenna,
and it is reduced by the
downlead. As the distance
between the amplifier and

antenna is increased, the
signal attenuation is in-
creased.

Preamplifiers themselves
can be overloaded by a
strong local TV or FM
signal. To solve or pre-
vent this problem, you al-
so should install either a
single -channel trap or an
FM trap. (Some pre -am-
plifiers include built-in
tuneable FM traps-an
excellent feature.)

Ghosts and Smears

Ghosts and smears are
both caused by multiple
signals reaching the TV
set. A ghost signal looks
like a faint outline dis-
placed to the right of the
picture. Some smears are
actually closely spaced
ghosts; the multiple signals
are so close together that
they simply show up as
ragged edges on picture
images.

Ghosts are caused by
reflected signals that reach
the TV set through two
paths-a direct path and a
reflected path. The direct
signal travels a straight
line from the transmitter
to the receiving antenna.
The reflected signal bounc-
es off a tall building or hill
and then reaches the an-
tenna. Because it travels a
longer distance, the re-
flected signal reaches the
TV set a fraction of a sec-
ond later, causing ghosts
in the TV picture.

Smears usually are
caused by a mismatch in
the antenna distribution
system, which causes the
received signal to be re-
flected back and forth in
the line. This, in turn,
produces very closely
spaced multiple images. If
twinlead is used, a stand-
off, pipe, or a piece of
metal can easily cause a
mismatch. Such smears
are most noticeable in col-
or -TV pictures.

continued on page 45
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MODERN SERVICING TECHNIQUES

Testing and Replacement
of Discrete Semiconductors,
IC's and Modules by B. B. Dee

The first of a continuing series of articles in which
the nation's leading authorities on electronic

servicing discuss proven techniques and

philosophies for profitable servicing of the latest
designs of home entertainment electronic equipment

Discrete Semiconductor Devices
 Out -of -circuit testing is preferable
for plug-in transistors and silicon -
controlled rectifiers. Although the
temptation is to use "home brew"
test methods and equipment, even
the simple -appearing SCR must be
checked for sensitivity, latch -up,
turn-off, forward drop, reverse leak-
age, voltage breakdown and break-
down under fast voltage change
(called dv/dt), to name only the
most vital characteristics required
for horizontal sweep service. Most
solid-state devices, particularly
JFET's and MOSFET's, are best
tested in modern, good -quality com-
mercial test equipment designed by
people who spend every working
day at it.

In -set testing is fast and practical.
The disadvantage is that, if a probe
slips, several devices can be de-
stroyed in a chain reaction, often
without a spark, a sound or a wisp
of smoke. There are some small in-
sulated mini -clamp probes which
hook firmly around each lead, but
unfortunately many semiconductor
devices have very close pin spacing,
and a rock steady hold is required.
It is safer to turn off the set, make a
solid connection and then turn the
set back on. Similarly, all semicon-
ductor devices should be removed
and plugged back in with the power
off. (The same rule applies to mod-
ules, discussed later. Further, any
meter or other test device used on a
"live" TV chassis must be isolated
from the power line by a transform-

er and "grounded" to the TV set,
because capacitive discharges can
ruin semiconductors. With line -oper-
ated transformerless TV sets, an iso-
lation transformer must be used on
the TV set as well-before any test
connections are made.

A quick check of transistors can
be made by measuring the base -to -
emitter and collector -to -emitter volt-
ages and .comparing them to the
voltages on the schematic of the set.
It is best to measure the various
power -supply voltages first, because
an incorrect supply voltage will
cause incorrect voltages on all de-
vices fed by that supply. The input
signals to the device and the output
signals from the device can be
checked with a suitable detector and
scope or meter.

When testing semiconductors,
what not to do is as important as
what to do. Some technicians have
learned little "tricks," such as short-
ing the base to the emitter of a tran-
sistor while monitoring the collector
voltage. Because a base -to -emitter
short removes all forward bias, bi-
polar transistor will turn off fully.
Without collector current, there is
no voltage drop across the collector
load, and the voltage at the col-
lector increases to the level of the
supply voltage. This test works only
under certain conditions. For exam-
ple, if two transistors arc in series
across the supply voltage, as in Fig.
1, turning off one will cause the full
supply voltage to appear across it.
Depending on the voltage rating of

Fig. 1-A voltage divider across the power
supply sets the base voltage for each transis-
tor. Since the emitter follows the base voltage
very closely, the transistors divide the supply
voltage equally. This type of circuit is used in
AGC systems, "stacked" IF and audio ampli-
fiers, and cascode circuitry. It is a common
circuit with many variations.

the device, it may break down under
the abnormally high voltage, be-
cause in normal operation each tran-
sistor sees only half the supply volt-
age. Or, if the device is an oscillator,
turning it off might cause loss of
drive to a following amplifier, and
then things cook! Further, the de-
vice might be an FET, in which case
the test results can be totally mis-
leading, because bipolar transistors
work with current inputs, while
FET's require voltage inputs.

The safe performance of such
"quickie" types of tests requires
knowledge of the device and circuit-
ry under test. If the technician has a
schematic, testing for the presence
or absence of the indicated voltages
and currents is a safer and a more
accurate procedure.

Fig. 2 shows some of the many
types of transistors, with their ele-
ments and polarities identified. Bi-
polar transistors come in NPN and
PNP triode configurations, but
JFETS come not only in N channel
and P channel, but also in symmetri-
cal and non -symmetrical construc-
tion, and as tetrodes. MOSFET's
(sometimes called IGFET's) come
in N channel and P channel types,
single and dual gates, and enhance-
ment and depletion modes. The
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Fig. 2-These are only some of the possible discrete semiconductor configurations. For example,
MOSFET's are available in most combinations of single and dual gate, enhancement and deple-
tion, P channel and N channel, symmetrical and non -symmetrical. As the symbols show, the input
of JFET is a reverse -biased junction (Junction held Effect Transistor), while the input to the
MOSFET is via a small capacitor formed by a metal deposit on top of a layer of silicon oxide
(glass), thus forming a Metal Oxide Silicon Field Effect Transistor. The thin oxide is easily
punctured by static charges, unless the gate input is protected by means of diodes between
gate and source.

dual -gate devices have two inputs,
which make them useful for mixers,
AGC controlled amplifiers, and pro-
vide extra isolation between output
and input terminals. The term "en-
hancement" means that the device
normally runs near cutoff until it is
biased further on. The term "deple-
tion" means that the device is nor-
mally run nearly full on without
bias, and must be biased so that the
current through the device is re-
duced towards the middle of the
possible "swing." Darlington tran-
sistors are two devices in cascade on
one chip, but are treated as if they
were one transistor with higher beta
and input impedance than usual. As
you can readily see, the technician
can no longer assume that a device
that looks like a simple bipolar tran-

sistor is indeed a bipolar transistor!

Integrated Circuits
IC's are yet another story. Since

neither set nor semiconductor manu-
facturers have developed suitable
service -type testers for the IC's used
in home entertainment electronic
equipment, in -set testing is the best
bet. Another argument for in -set
testing is the fact that most IC's are
soldered in. If incorrect voltages,
currents or signals indicate a defec-
tive IC, it should be carefully re-
moved from the set, and low -power
ohmmeter readings taken from each
pin to every other pin and recorded.
The readings then should be taken
again on the ohms x 100 high -power
scale, and again with the test leads
reversed, to read forward- and re -

MARCH

SUBSTRATE

"PAD" FOR
BONDING
LEAD WIRE

Fig. 3-High ohmic value resisto , made by
zig-zagging thin pattern to achieve length on
small cLip.

verse -biased junctions as well as re-
sistive paths. These readings should
also be recorded. (The high -power
ohms x 100 scale does not put out
enough current to destroy semicon-
ductors.) Before putting a new IC
into the set, the new one should be
tested in the manner just described.
If a significant difference exists, it
can be assumed that the original IC
was defective. If no difference is no-
ted, no conclusion can be drawn as
to the state of the original IC. This
is because of the nature of the IC
internal circuitry.

Extremely high- and low -value
resistors are seldom used in IC's be-
cause their size is impractical on the
small chips commonly used (see
Fig. 3). Because high ohmic values
require a long resistance path with
the type of material inherent in
monolithic silicon processing, such
resistors would use up most of the
area on the chip as the resistive ma-
terial is zig-zagged back and forth
to obtain the required length. (The
methods of obtaining high- and low -
resistivity material for resistors re-
sults in large temperature coeffi-
cients. "Pinch" resistors, which re-
strict electron flow by means of elec-
tric fields, cannot be made with any
accuracy.)

Low values of resistors require
thick cross -sections, because very
thin films have too much resistance
per unit length. Monolithic resistors
are measured in microns of thick-
ness; therefore, low ohmage resistors
can be made only by increasing the
width of the resistor to provide, in
effect, many parallel circuit paths,
as shown in Fig. 4. This too uses up
much of the chip area for a single
resistor. To get around this prob-
lem, circuits have been devised
which use only resistance values be-
tween about 500f/ and 50K. Fig. 5
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illustrates such a circuit. Because
transistors 01 and Q2 arc made at
the same time, by the same methods
and of the same materials, and arc
on the same chip, they are very simi-
lar, and are in the same temperature
environment. This close matching is
the key to much IC -circuit design.
Transistor 01 is used only to estab-
lish a bias for transistor Q2, in place
of the usual high resistance base-
bias resistor and low -value emitter-
bias resistor. 01 is biased on by re-
sistor R3 through collector resistor
RI. Q2 is then also biased from
Q1's collector through resistor R4.
Because the operating point of Q1 is
set, and Q2 tracks 01 because they
are "twins," Q2's operating point is
also established. If the temperature
increases, the collector current of
Q2 tends to increase, but the collec-
tor voltage of 01 decreases because
its collector current has also in-
creased. Consequently, the bias on
the base of Q2 decreases, bringing
the current back to the correct op-
erating point. In this manner, only
resistors in the range of thousands
through tens of thousands of ohms
are used to establish stable circuits.
This technique works because the
active devices on the chip are very
closely matched. This cannot be ac-
complished with separate (discrete)
devices except by very costly match-
ing. The point of all this is that
there is no way to tell when devices
are no longer matched because of an
overload, etc. The factory uses a
performance test. That should be
the tip-off to the technician. What
better performance test than an ac-
tual operating TV set?

Modules
The basic concept of modules is

not new. They merely are replace-
able subassemblies, most of which
can be serviced the same way each
separate printed -circuit board in a
multiboard set is serviced.

Modules come in two types, coat-
ed and uncoated. The trend seems to
be away from the coated modules,
which were not repairable on a
profitable basis. Uncoated modules
can be tested, component by com-
ponent. Replacement components
are best purchased by part number
from the TV -set manufacturer.
Some enterprising technicians have
"discovered" that parts which arc
seemingly interchangeable with both
discrete and IC devices used in TV

RESISTANCE MATERIAL

SUBSTRATE

"PAD" FOR
BONDING
LEAD WIRE

Fig. 4-Low ohmic value resistor made by
using large area of chip to achieve more
"parallel" paths.

OUTPUT

Fig. 5-Basic IC amplifier showing funda-
mental biasing scheme which depends upon
close matching of transistor characteristics
and temperatures. This circuit avoids the use
of resistors less than 1K and more than 30K,
as would normally be required for base and
emitter resistors in conventional circuits.

sets can also be purchased from
semiconductor manufacturers. Un-
fortunately, most TV -set manufac-
turers perform special "sorting"
tests or make changes in the basic
device, to meet their own special
needs. The difference is often dis-
covered when attempts are made to
realign the set, or after it is installed
in the customer's home. It is tempt-
ing to try to improve the parts sup-
ply situation by looking for addi-
tional sources of semiconductor
parts, but the fact is that they are
not interchangeable in the way that
vacuum tubes arc. Semiconductor
devices with IN, 2N and 3N num-
bers are JEDEC registered devices
(standard parts with a registered set
of characteristics), and usually are
interchangeable unless the device in
the set has been "test sorted" to a
special specification by the manu-
facturer of the equipment in which
it is used.

Devices with other "house num-
bers" arc a different breed of cat.
Unfortunately, many TV parts fall
in this category . . . enough said.
The so-called "cross-reference" lists

are often okay for audio and DC ap-
plications, but frequently are unsat-
isfactory for IF's, RF's, mixers and
oscillators, and integrated circuits.

The circuit diagram and values of
parts on modules usually are includ-
ed in the manufacturer service data.

Coated modules can be tested the
way an IC is tested . . . by in -set
voltage and signal readings and out-
of -set pin -to -pin readings with both
high- and low -power ohmmeter
ranges of both polarities. Whenever
a new model of set is encountered,
make up your own "data sheet" with
such readouts on it, and keep it in
your loose-leaf data book. Because
one module is often used by the
manufacturer in several models with
similar chassis, the effort is worth-
while.

Why not just plug in a new mod-
ule? One popular brand of set uses
about a dozen modules, costing near-
ly $15Qper module kit. If the techni-
cian plugs .one into the defective set
and "blows it out," who pays for it?
Usually "blown" module cost has to
be absorbed by the shop, because it
was damaged as a result of servicing
negligence.

Traditionally, customers refuse to
pay for two modules when only one
of that particular type is used in the
set! And most manufacturers do not
accept "blown" modules for return
credit. More . . . without a "data"
book, or test device, how can the
shop be sure that the new module
is good? New 1C's and modules can
be defective just as vacuum tubes
were, although they too were sup-
posed to have been tested at the fac-
tory. With modules as expensive as
they are, assuming an average of 12
modules per set, and 10 popular
brands of sets, each outside techni-
cian will be carrying close to $2000
worth of modules in his caddy, as-
suming one of each type, plus extras
for those modules that fail most of-
ten. Some modules are available on
a "rebuilt" basis, but the cost of
handling and paperwork usually
makes it preferable to repair mod-
ules when technically and economi-
cally practical. In any event, the
cost of modules, and of their stock-
ing and use, makes it essential that
the typical TV service shop pay
close attention to good purchasing
and inventory practices. Too many
shops have shelves stocked with
modules of yesteryears' sets which
will never be sold. 
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Specialists demand the best tools
of their trade.

You didn't become an
electronic specialist
overnight. It took years
of training and great
determination to reach your
goal. But now, as a
specialist, you can demand
the best tools available to
your trade.

It also takes years of
special skills to bring you
top-quality instruments.
RCA offers more than 50
years of engineering and
manufacturing experience

in the electronics field to
assure you of the highest
quality and performance
from any RCA electronic
instrument you select.

Whatever your
specialty .. . radio/TV/hi-fi
servicing, medical, indus-
trial or military electronics

. RCA offers a broad line
of electronic instruments
to meet your special needs
in school, shop, factory,
field or laboratory. These
electronic instruments offer

RCA

built-in dependability, at a
very economical price.

Want all the facts on
RCA's multi -meters,
oscilloscopes, generators,
testers, and power
supplies? Contact any one
of tie more than 1,000 RCA
Distributors worldwide, or
RCA Electronic Instruments
Headquarters, 415 South
5th Street, Harrison, N.J.
07029. Request RCA's 1974
Electronic Instruments cata-
log. It's free for the asking.

Electronic
Instruments

. . . for more details circle 128 on Reader Servic! Card
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An Extraordinary Offer

ANY3

to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF
THESE
UNIQUE " yours for only
BOOKS ... with Trial

(Combined List Price $40.85) Club Membership 9 each

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members . . . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering -you will find
Electronics Book Club will help you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown . . . plus the FREE
Bonus book worth $7.95 (combined
values to $40.85) for only 990 each
with your Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the Mem-
bership Application card today, you'll
also get this Bonus Book, FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
Revised Second Edition

A completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough -dog troubles.

Regular List Price $7.95

tional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Sayings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Cassette Tape Recorders
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95

MATY Systems Handbook
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Pictorial Guide to Color TY Cir. Troubles
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

10 -Min. Test Tech. for PC Servicing
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Understanding & Using the Oscilloscope
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95

Miniature Projects for Elect. Hobbyists
List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95

Acoustic Techniques for Home & Studio
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Svcing. New Modular Color TY Recvrs.
(2 Vols.)

List Price $15.90; Club Price $7 95
Everyman's Guide to Auto Mai

List Price $7.95, Club Price $4 95
Pictorial Guide to CB Radio Inst./Repair

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Zenith Color TY Service Manual -Vol. 3

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Mobile Radio Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Understanding & Using the YON & EYM

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
125 Typical Elect. Cir. Anal. & Repaired

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Jap. Radio/Rec./Tape Player Serv. Man.

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Marine Electronics Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Basic Electronic Test Procedures

List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Troubleshooting Solid -State Amplifiers

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
How to Repair Musical Inst. Amplifiers

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Kwik-Fisnl TV Service Manual

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
How to Build Solid -State Audio Circuits

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

SENDNO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!



How to Use Color TV
Test Instruments

Here's an opportuni-
ty to close whatever
gaps there are in
your ability to use
modern, up-to-date
equipment designed
specifically to save
you time and money.
You'll quickly grasp
the author's com-
mon-sense approach
to using the right in-
struments. thereby
getting the most out

of :1, oir investment in test gear.
You'll immure your ability to use an
oscilloscope, color bar generator.
alignment generators, vectorscope.
TV Analyst and sine, square -wave
generators. The author also has in-
cluded a description of his "curve
tracer." With this simple scope at-
taehment. you can rapidly assess the
condition of diodes, transistors-
even 1(7s-in or out of the circuit.
256 pps., over 230 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 577

MOM EST
NSTRUMENTS

''nit

How to Solve Solid -State
Circuit Troubles

A troubleshooter's
"dreambook"-com-
plete with 161 cir-
cuit descriptions and
step-by-step trouble-
shooting procedures-for anyone who
occasionally or regu-
larly services solid-
state entertainment
equipment of any
kind-TV receivers,
AM -FM radios (in-
cluding auto radios),

tape recimplors, record players, etc.
Very probably the most complete
wmalk of its kind ever published, it
will serve as an excellent reference
and study guide for those desiring
to learn more about solid-state cir-
cuits and how they work. Hobbyists
and experimenters alike can use it
to design and build complex solid-
state circuits. 304 pps., x 8 '4.
161 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 624

The Fascinating World of
Radio Communications

the romance
of short -save listen-
ing, DNing, special-
ized bands Weil as
the Coast Guard, ra-
dio amateurs, the
broadcast band, for-
eign broadcasts, etc.
It also delves into
the fascinating de-
velopments of radio
pioneers . . . Tesla,

Volta
Loomis . . .Galvani

. . . and shows how their discoveries
worked to bring tor radio as it is to-
day. Also described are the interest-
ing installations of the National
Bureau of Standards, plus WWV
services used by industries, citizens
and even governments all over the
world. Citizmis Band? You bet . . .

and how to get your license, what to
look for in ('B, and how to pick a
CB receiver. 176 pps, illus.
List Price $6.95  Order No. 586

Ile /mai.
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Reliable Electronic Assembly
Production

Ilere is one of those
rare books which suc-
cessfully bridges the
gap between design
and production tech-
nologies, thereby pro-
viding guidelines for
choosing the best de-
sign to achieve the
least expensive and
most reliable product.
The content provides
information on mate-
rial and methods em-

ployed in mass production, giving the
designer in-depth knowledge of the
broad range of processes he should
consider in evolving a final product
concept. Not only does the content
define the best materials for each
given application. and detail the best
choice for fabricating but it also
points out incompatibilities which
may evolve between design and pro-
duction. 208 pages. Hardbound.
List Price $12.95  Order No. 287

dish&
electronic

- ivesmobly
pewlectiest

Installing Hi-Fi Systems
The world of high
fidelity doesn't stop
with the pun -llam-
a equipment. This
book ex plc ores the
many aspects of in -
the -home music re-
production, from
acoustical considera-
tions to structural
requirements. Now
in its fourth print-
ing, this timeless

ever -popular
guidebook has helped thousands to
achieve studio quality sound at
home. Includes details on building
your own hi -fl furniture, setting up a
wound room. eliminating interference
and hum, how best to route wires
and interconnecting cables, speakers,
and speaker enclosures (with infor-
mation on how to build your own),
and much more. Tells all you need
to know. 224 pits., 153 illus. Hard-
bound.
List Price $8.95 Order No. 86

Small Appliance Repair Guide
,

SMALL

APPLIANCE

REPAIR ,r --T

GUIDE

t

thotraomc. co. cost
handbook. Pro:iiscly
illustrated, the text
tells how to find the
cause of trouble in
minutes, and how to
go about making tit,
required repairs.
You'll also pick up
helpful hints on dis-

assembly and assembly. one of the
real "tricky" aspects of many ap-
pliance repair jobs. General trouble-
shooting procedures are explained
to familiarize you with the tech-
niques of appliance repair. Succeed-
ing chapters deal with thermostats.
skillets, sauce pans irons, toasters,
coffee makers. blankets, mixers,
knives, deep fryers. hair dryers, elec-
tric shavers. and small motors found
in countless appliances. 11 Chapters.
224 pps. Over 150 illus. Appendix
and Index.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 515

Sylvania Monochrome TV
Service Manual

ttmtitit.i. service,
SYLVANIA alignment, parts and

schematic data for
all Sylvania Mack -

TV NANUAL and -white sets intro-
duced during the last
5 years-from the
A01 through 1114,
and 572 through
578 chassis. Con-
tains everything You
need inchading tech-
niques for setup,
preliminary adjust-

ments, tuner alignment, and repair
and system alignments. Also, in-
cluded are the latest factory -recom-
mended nualificatIons to help you
eliminate "bugs." ID complete sche-
matic diagrams are printer) on big
double foldout sheets with waiefoon
illustrations. 196 pits.. 8M x ''
including 36 -page schematic foldout
section; and complete parts list for
all chassis. Leatherette cover.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 599

Practical Electronic Servicing
Techniques

PRACTICAL Inme:mlbaminok

ELECTRONIC
t hat sill s'iarpen
.(rir elect ron ie.{ trou-
bleshooting ability.
Yes, you can learn
to whip those tough
dogs and prepare
yourself for any elec-
tronic gear that
comes your way with
the "inside" infor-
mation presented in
this handbook. You'll

he ...al triad how simple and logical
time poofessional techniques really
are. Begins with an analysis of what
troubleshooting really is: to condition
your thinking I which is part of the
secret I. the author begins with the
analysis of troubleshooting logic:
then he tells you how to think like
a tough -dog expert. Also logical ser-
vice approaches to DC circuits. tube
circuits, amid transistor circuits. 256
rms. 138 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 547

SERVICING

TECHNIQUES

Radio & Television: Pnnciples &
Applications

.% complete elec-
tronics library in a
single volume! From
raw ac and de fun-
damentals to ad-
vanced hi-fi. short-
wave, and TV theo-
rY. the corn plete
spectrum of elec-
tronics is covered in
depth. Prepared in
Great Britain, this
book amounts to a
full course in elec-

tronics-and it's written in extreme -
1y readable language. It starts with

description of the manner in
which current flows, progresses to
wave generation, electron activity in
tubes and transistors, and then intr.
the more advanced principles of
electronics, its practical applications
Includes comparative descriptions ot
U.S. and British standards. 400
pi's.. 286 illus. hardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 296

RADIO

TELEVISION:

Principles and

Applications

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

New Fourth Edition
-A brand-new, en-
larged edition of tI,'

td vast ever popular circuit
designer s "'cook-
book." now contain-
ing over 600 prover
circuits, for all types
of functions, selected
from thousands on
the basis of original-
ity and practical at' -

lineation. Now yon
can have, at your

fingertips. this carefully planned ref-
erence source of tried and tested cir-
cuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness, this detailed compilation
of practical des *n data is the an-
swer to the need for an organize'-)
gathering of proved circuits .

basic and advancol designs that can
easily serve as stepping stones to
almost any kind of circuit you might
.ant to build. 416 ppm.. 19 big sec-
tions. over 600 illus. 8,4" x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

Practical Color TV Servicing
Techniques

Intuit no, lit

colifi ecdit i.,u 'ol,
()inn, troubleshoot log
guidelines and elibn
1. istories on the lat-
est solid-state re-
ceivers, including a
4 -color section with
:12 trouble -symptom
photos and a foldout
section with 6 com-
plete TV receiver
schematics. Now n

eluded are service tips and feel,
niques on RCA. Motorola and Zeti ill
solid-state chassis. plus a host ..1
case histories and current data et
G.E. chassis. In fact, each of tl.m.
12 chapters is filled with informa-
tion applimmable to virtually any brand
of color TV receiver, enabling you :0
solve tough -dog troubles quickly. 404
pos.. 250 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 436

COLOR TV
(tosses

Transistor Projects for
Hobbyists & Students

If building uscf.11
ch,troloc gallg, Is
and turns
you on. ),,to.
IMO Ion (((1 he trig-
gered iota rndm-
Ii.,n I Illonlenl Yon
pick up this book
Build all sorts of
devices with NCR's
LASCRs. transistors.
Triacs. Discs, Tri-
gaes, and integrated
circuits. The first

section offers suggestions for build-
'lig or breadboarding these circuits
Sections 2 through 4 describe a wide
range of devices for your car home.
Ace, or wherever electronics can

serve you. Section 5 describes 'Pri-
am% and how to use them in a va-
riety of circuits for switching and
control functions. Section 6 is dc -
voted to integrated -circuit ;,ntt(s-s
192 pos. Over 100 illus. Moth, no
List Price 57.95  Order No. 542

Sign
PRAM Hi
IIINTISIS 11Nnn

Fire & Theft Security Systems
A handy guidebook
on the selection. in-

stallation, and gen-
eral maintenance of
home and business
security devices and
systems, Describes
many newly intro-
duced systems from
simple door and win-
dow switches to ul-
tra -sensitive micro-
wave sensing sys-
tems. There's also a

wealth of information fur those who
would like to get into sales, installa-
tion, amid maintenance services-
how to design the most effective and
economical installation for any situa-
tion. And, you'll know where to find
the components needed for fire and
theft protection, because the equip-
ment section includes data on a
myriad of devices, with most of the
principal suppliers represented. 176

List Price
, Over 10?

OrderI
rd bown.l.

T.

Dictionary of Electronics
You'll fluid this huge
volume extremely
useful in whatever
connection you have
with electronics. This
dictionary of elec-
tronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will run
across in your every-
day reading ... from
alpha particles
through zoom lens
. . . defines the

terms you need and use most often,
including those found in radio, TV,
mommulications, radar, electronic in-
strumentation, broadcasting, indus-
trial electronics, etc. It provides full,
complete and easily -understandable
explanations of thousands of specific
electronics terms (such as transistors.
acoustic feedback. alpha particles.
beat oscillator. final anode, electro-
static lens. nonlinear resistance, etc.).
420 pos.. 487 illustrations. Hard-
bound
List Price $8.95  Order No. 300

Amateur Radio General -Class
License Study Guide

A n,s,
n

unique
text - the only one
entirely devoted to
the subject-for any-

- one who wants to
pass the FCC Gen-
eral -Class exam suc-
cessfully. Each ques-
tion is dealt with
individually, and the
answers are ex
planted in depth at
a level that can be
easily understood by

relatively inexperienced readers. Even
If you have no interest in "ham ra-
dio, you'll find the content of this
sell -written text is an excellent
source of information of value to
;mnyone in electronics. Pertinent facts
are grouped into palatable, easy -to -
assimilate doses, and the conversa-
tional style keeps the material fresh
and interesting from the first page
to the last. 320 lips. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 551

Hi-Fi for the Enthusiast
Expert practical
guidance for the
audiophile who wants
to achieve first-class
reproduction from
radio, tape or rec-
ords. Content is true
IY unique-main em-
phasis is on the ef-
ficient selection, as-
sembly and use of
modern commercial
hili units. modules
and construction

kits: you will be able to build a sys-
tem that both suits your individual
needs, amid gives a high standard of
reproduction at an economical price.
Room acoustics, amplifiers, pickups
and loudspeakers, links with visual
sources such as Ti'. film and slides,
are dealt with in detail. Technicians,
too, will find this book packed with
invaluable advice. A practical book,
written by a hi -fl professional. 176
pos., 42 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $6.95  Order No. 596

AN EXTRAORDINARY II II 4D

. for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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(Almost)

The fully -equipped
audio laboratory.

Bet you thought it took a
whole stack of instruments to analyze
audio equipment. It does. And that's
a whole stack of instruments above
- disguised as two boxes. Most of
the stack is in the bottom box . .. the
McAdam Tester. The McAdam Tester
contains oscillators, meters,
transformers, circuitry and controls
for measuring nearly every critical
parameter of audio equipment per-

.)
9.,. ties_
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formance. It checks harmonic distor-
tion, IM distortion, true RMS power
and true RMS voltage, plus others.
And it displays the results on a digital
readout.

Just above the McAdam
Tester is the new McAdam Phase
Lock Wow and Flutter Analyzer. It
does exactly what it sounds like it
should do, for tape decks and turn-
tables. You can either use our test
tapes or the two built-in oscillators.
We also can furnish test records. The

mcanam eLermonics

"almost" is because we're missing an
FM Alignment Generator. Fortunate-
ly, Sound Technology makes one -
the Model 1000A. But if you don't
need sweep, you can buy the Leader
LSG 231 FM Stereo Generator in-
stead. Add either one to the picture
and your laboratory is complete. For
more information circle our reader
service number or contact McAdam
Electronics, 7360 Convoy Court, San
Diego, CA 92111, Telephone (714)
278-0300. Call collect.

Inc.
. for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card



MANAGING
YOUR BUSINESS

Retirement Programs For
Owner/Employees

by Elliott S. Kanter

A capsule analysis of the principal provisions of

the Self -Employed Individuals Tax Retirement Act of 1962

FORM 3673
APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF SELF-EMPLOYED PENSION OR
PROFIT-SHARING PLAN AS PART OF A MASTER OR PROTOTYPE

FORM OR ANY BOND PURCHASE PLAN

PART I-GENERAL INFORMATION

)1.1res, (Meuse wool u, we.

Charles Smith

1111 Main Street

Middleville, USA

4 Kind ol node or business and date enoblished Ile more than ii..,

Radio & TV Sales & Service --1962

6. Named your plan and da s,fined
XYU Retirement Flan #1 Jan.2,1971

8. Is any owner employee covered under this plan also covered under
any other plan as on owner employee'
p Yes E] No If ''Tes,- explain 

10. nOdhlynquimmsen. Must work at least
a period of three years.

pre kind and doeie for me*

FILE IN
DUPLICATE

- Identifying number too
map ..cost number or ern
Ploy. idenhlication number

3 '5)11 5nj )

TYP. al entity
Zi Sole mon.,

Partnetshlp

5 Taxable year ending

1970

.rnewr.« an.drITOf
Ian was mcde available tc

9. Covaraa. ol persons- Owner Employee Other Employee.

Total persons covered . . -..
Pvrsons excluded because 0 0

Insufficient years al

Parttune or Nwnpor :-

Other (rpm*/
Totaliersons covered and

20 hours per week and employed for

PART II-INFORMATION REGARDING MASTER OR PROTOTYPE PLAN

I Name of sponscrinn 4i,on INS seri r 0.1 .1; - . 1110 r,

Your Insurance Company
The IRS Serial Number
Approval Date

yin ol funding
El Trust [] Custodial account

4 Name and address ol trust. or custodian

.1 other (speedy,

2- Type plan
'W.:par:: or annuity

Proittehortna Plot,

PART III-IONO PURCHASE PLAN
Contributions must he Unmated solely in United States retirement plan bond*

I. Employer c wneremployem ow

3. Employe* contribution formula

 ,,:loYom 2 Is employer. contribution to
be mode out prod. only'

D Yes No

under presailma or perjury, I d.lans that I ho.. examined this application. inducing accompinying schedules and statements. and to the
boot ol my knowledge and belief it Is true correct and complete II this applicat relates too bond purchase plan. the lonspoinq ir also
adoPted as the plan al the stop:Layer.

' il /
Jan. 2, 1971 L /,'.0.4_ Le.a ...,< 4
TIMM aissehist

Date approved Signature of approving officio'

PLVENIM
AIIP0VAL

The Need
 Because the monthly benefits
from Social Security alone do not
provide sufficient income on which
to retire, most large businesses pro-
vide their employees the opportunity
to participate in a company -spon-
sored retirement program, the
monthly benefits of which can be
used to supplement those received
from Social Security. A few years
ago., Congress enacted legislation
which permits self-employed indi-
viduals to establish similar retire-
ment programs for themselves and
their employees by investing a por-
tion of their income on a tax-exempt
basis.

The Law
This legislation, Public Law 87-

792, THE SELF-EMPLOYED
INDIVIDUALS TAX RETIRE-
MENT ACT of 1962, usually re-
ferred to as the Keough Act H.R.
10, provides self-employed individ-
uals with a method of deducting
from taxable income those contri-
butions which they invest in ap-
proved retirement plans.

Who Qualifies
A Self -Employed Retirement Plan

can be established and maintained
by an individual considered to be
self-employed if he is a sole proprie-
tor or a partner who has earned in -

continued on next page

7 Date when depriled
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come from his unincorporated busi-
ness for a taxable year. According
to applicable laws and regulations,
two classifications of self-employed
individuals exist: The Owner/Em-
ployee, who owns the entire interest
in an unincorporated trade or busi-
ness (a proprietorship), or in the
case of a partnership, one who owns
more than 10% of either the capital
interest or the profit interest of such
a partnership. In the case of multi-
ple -partners in a business, any self-
employed individual who owns 10%
or less of either the capital interest
or the profit interest qualifies.

Because most electronic service
businesses are comprised of a single
owner or possibly a simple partner-
ship, we will consider only the steps
taken to establish a retirement pro-
gram on behalf of the Owner/Em-
ployee and his employees.

Not only are you as the owner/
employee included in this retire-
ment plan, but, if you have employ-
ees, you must include them in the
program if they meet certain re-
quirements as to hours worked and
length of time in your employ.

Contribution Limit
The law allows you to contribute

on your own behalf up to 10% of
your earned income or $2500.00,
whichever is less. However, the In-
ternal Revenue Service has rules to
govern what you can or cannot do
with this money, and just how you
go about establishing your private
retirement fund.

I.R.S. Approval Required

Of paramount importance to you
is that any plan you might elect to
use to save for your retirement un-
der this act must first be approved
by the I.R.S. You may, with ap-
proval, elect to invest in Mutual
Funds, Treasury Bonds or Insurance
Policies specifically designed to meet
all I.R.S. requirements.

Must Also Cover Employees
Under the law, you, as the own-

er/employee, are entitled to partici-
pate in this program, and likewise,
you must also establish a similar
program for all employees working
at least 20 hours per week and who

have been in your employ for a pe-
riod of three (3) years.

Insurance
1
- the Most

Common Investment Medium
The most widely used medium for

investment under this act is insur-
ance. Most insurance companies
have established programs and have
gone to the trouble of securing I.R.S.
approval. These programs are re-
ferred to as a Retirement Annuity or
Retirement Endowment Policy. To
participate in a prototype plan, a
simple one -page form, shown here,
must be filed with the Internal Rev-
enue Service. Should you elect plans
based on other than insurance in-
vestments, you should be prepared
to seek approval on an individual
basis and also to establish a trustee
or custodial intermediary to super-
vise the fund. For many reasons, one
of the most practical approaches for
the owner/employee of an electronic
service business is to participate in a
retirement program already set up
and approved through any of a num-
ber of insurance companies.

Assuming at this point that you
have elected to participate in an in-
surance program, we shall examine
a few of the facts relating to you es-
tablishing your plan.

Computing Contributions and
Tax Deductions

A plan we examined allows for
owner/employees to make contribu-
tions predicated on their average
earned income for the three years
preceding the year that the plan is to
be established. This method of com-
puting contributions seemingly pro-
vides the most favorable treatment
and is especially geared for plans
which require contributions to be
applied to pay the premium for an-
nuity, endowment or life insurance
contracts.

Earlier, we mentioned that the law
requires that you establish a like pro-
gram for all of your employees who
both work at least 20 hours a week
and have been in your employ for
three years. The contributions you
make on their behalf represents a
100% tax deduction. Therefore,
any contribution you make on be-

half of covered employees reduces
your earned income by the amount
of that contribution. This becomes
very important in calculating your
own contribution.

For example, Charles Smith runs
a successful TV Service Shop in
Middleville. He has one full-time
employee, Carl Schultz. This year,
Charles Smith's earned income from
his business was $20,000.00. He
paid Carl a salary of $10,000.00.
Under the provision of his retire-
ment plan, Charles made a contri-
bution of 10% of Carl's salary, or
$1,000.00, to the retirement plan.
The cost of the insurance protection
afforded Carl is included as taxable
income for that tax year. We noted
that the I.R.S. treats contributions
made on behalf of covered employ-
ees (Carl) as a 100% tax deduc-
tion. This means that Charles'
earned income is now $19,000.00
($20,000-$1000) and his own al-
lowable contribution is 10% of
$19,000.00, or $1900.00.

Proceeds Not Tax -Deductible
While contributions to the retire-

ment plan are tax-deductible, the
proceeds are not. However, when
you do retire, you are then in a
much lower tax bracket and eligible
for a double exemption (after age
65). You can elect to start distribu-
tion of benefits (to retire) after at-
taining age 591/2 and before the at-
tainment of age 701/2 . This means
you can retire anytime from age
591/2 to age 701/2.

This article has briefly outlined a
method whereby you, the self-em-
ployed businessman, can establish a
retirement program for you and
your employees, and with built-in
tax savings. To implement it in your
own business, pick up your tele-
phone and call your insurance agent,
attorney, or banker. They should be
able to help you to establish a pro-
gram to fit your needs.

Additional Information
The following publication, which

is available from your local I.R.S. of-
fice, can assist you in planning your
retirement program: Publication
560-Retirement Plans for Self -
Employed Individuals. 
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AND

by Ray Sawyer

In this series, problems or situations involving
business management and/or shop operations are
presented for your consideration. You are invited
to submit to Mr. Sawyer your opinion of how the

problem or situation should be resolved. In a
subsequent issue, Mr. Sawyer will again state the

problem or situation along with how the owner,
service manager and/or technician actually handled

it. He also will include selected reader responses
which are representative of those received or

which offer a novel or unique approach. Address
your response to:

Mr. Ray Sawyer

c/o Editorial Dept.

ET/D

1 East First St.

Duluth, Minn. 55802

Because the envelope containing your response will
be forwarded unopened to Mr. Sawyer, please do
not include in it other correspondence to ET/D.

 The owners of a sales/service operation have an on-
going argument about whether to service only what they
sell or to service anything that comes along. One is ar-
guing for servicing only what the store sells and avoid-
ing all of the inherent problems of all -brand servicing
(parts, technical knowledge, etc.). The other feels that
a greater service can be rendered to the community by
servicing everything that comes in. He also feels that it
is an opportunity to expand the business and that this
is just one more growing pain. Further, he feels that
more sales will result directly from this effort.

Each argument, of course, has merit. They have
asked for assistance from the service manager on this
problem and are pretty much ready to swing in what-
ever direction he wishes to go for a six-month to one-
year period. What would you do at this time? 

The New Heathkit®
Semiconductor
Curve Tracer.. $8995'

 .

"Thermal
Runaway"

Ilig

Field Effect
Transistor

a 

Transistor
Breakdown

Unijunction
Transistor

This easy -to -build kit is an invaluable servicing tool.
Hook up the Heathkit IT -1121 to an oscilloscope and you
observe the fundamental operating parameters of vir-
tually all types of semiconductors - bipolar transistors,
diodes, SCRs, triacs, FETs, etc. The IT -1121 can be used
to select devices for specific applications or for sorting,
inspecting and testing. Extra leads are included for test-
ing large devices or or in -circuit testing. The kit in-
cludes a comprehensive, fully illustrated manual show-
ing how to interpret each display.
Any scope with horizontal sensitivity of 0.5 V/div. and
vertical sensitivity of 1 V/div. can be used with the IT -
1121. Connecting to the scope is easy with the cables
supplied, and an external switch permits fast and ac-
curate scope calibration. All major controls are stepped
in a 1, 2, 5 sequence for maximum parameter resolution.

The Heathkit IT -1121 ets you take a good look at your
solid-state servicing problem. Cuts trouble -shooting time
and helps eliminate returns. And that can mean money
in your pocket. Order an IT -1121 for your shop today.

Kit IT -1121, 11 lbs. 89.95*
HE ATH

r
Heath Company
Dept. 24-3
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

 Please send latest Heath catalog.
fl Enclosed is $

Please send model(s)

Name

Title

Company/ Institution_

Address

plus shipping.

City _ State lip
'Mail crder prices; F.O.B. factory. 7E-303

. . . for more details circle 11e on Reader Service Card
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT
Descriptions and ,00c1,cation,-, of the products Inrlbded r ties dnpi

rnent are ;-)rm. (led Ine nant.f an,rer, r(,. ^e. ti,,,
unrrespond:nq numbers on the Redder Service sst,,

Data Technology Model 20
Digital Multimeter

Measures AC/ DC voltage and resistance

plus capacitance

Data Technology's Model 20 Digital
Multimeter. For more details

circle 900 on the Reader
Service card.

 This 31/2 -digit, 2000 -count,
bench -type Multimeter, Data Tech-
nology Model 20, measures not only
AC and DC volts and ohms but also
capacitance.

Model 20 has a capacitance reso-
lution of 1 pf and an accuracy of
0.2% of reading. It has four DC
voltage ranges with 1 my resolution
and 0.1% accuracy; four AC volt-
age ranges with lmv resolution and
0.5% accuracy; and four resistance
ranges with In resolution and 0.2%
accuracy.

The instrument is housed in a
high -impact -resistant polycarbonate
plastic case with aluminum top and
bottom covers. A single -print circuit
board is used, with all components

laid down to prevent the compo-
nents from dangling from their
leads.

There are no screws to remove
when opening the case for service.
Two pop -release buttons make dis-
assembling quick and easy-the unit
can be field -stripped in a relatively
short time. A spare fuse and circuit
card connector, for testing, are
housed behind a rear entry panel.
The calibration chart is silk screened
to the inside of the case, preventing
misplacement. The unit operates in
any position, and a snap -out stand
can be used to tilt the meter.

The instrument weighs 2.5 lb and
measures 2.5 in. x 6.25 in. x 9 in.
Price is $269. 
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COLORFAX

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

MAGNAVOX

Color -TV Chassis T989-Troubleshooting the Power Supply

The pilot lamps are important indicators when diagnosing
AC problems in the power supply. If the lamps do not
ight when the AC switch is in the ON position, the follow-
ing checks should be made:

I) Be sure the AC line cord is connected to the wall out-
let, then push the circuit breaker reset button.

2) Check the AC voltage at the wall outlet with a volt-
meter or by turning on a floor lamp on the same house
circuit, to determine if the house fuse or circuit breaker
has opened.

3) Check the continuity of the AC cord. It should measure
100K with the AC switch OFF and only a few ohms
with the switch ON.

4) If the resistance reads infinity, first determine that the
1/4 -in. retaining screw above the AC interlock is in place
and is holding the AC plug securely in the interlock
receptacle. Then check the AC cord, the interlock con-
nections, the circuit breaker, and the line filter for
opens or poor contacts.

5) If the reading is 100K regardless of the ON/OFF switch
position, check the switch, the AC connections to the
switch, and the primary winding of the power trans-
former.

If the circuit breaker opens instantly when the receiver
is switched ON, it is likely that one or more of the diodes
in the power supply is shorted. A shorted input capacitor
will produce the same effect. Resistance checks of each
rectifier circuit will reveal which circuit is at fault. Re-
verse the leads of the ohmeter while taking the readings.
because the meter battery will forward bias the rectifiers
to produce a low reading in one direction. A high reading
should be obtained with the leads reversed. Of course, a

short circuit will produce low readings regardless of lead
polarity.

Open and leaky filter capacitors can produce a number
of trouble symptoms, such as hum in the sound, hum bars
in the picture, and regeneration. A combination of these
symptoms frequently result. Open capacitors may be
checked by bridging a known good capacitor across the
suspected one. (The connection should be made with the
set switched oFF.) Leaky capacitors can be detected by re-
sistance checks or by disconnecting them from the circuit
and substituting another of the same approximate value
and voltage rating.

A problem in the 140v DC supply could be caused by a
defective regulator module or regulator transistor. The
120v DC output from the regulator transistor is fused to
protect the supply from the heavy surge of current that
would result from a short in the horizontal deflection cir-
cuit. Resistance checks and module substitution will help
isolate problems in this circuit.

Modularization of circuits in modern TV receivers has
simplified the business of troubleshooting. However, cer-
tain components such as transformers, filter capacitors,
power transistors and high -wattage resistors often are not
installed on modules because of their extreme weight, size
or heat dissipating requirements. A number of other com-
ponents also are installed on the chassis because of func-
tional or mechanical considerations. Problems relating to
these off -module components can be solved using the con-
ventional troubleshooting techniques.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address. Please enclose a
complete address label from one of your recent issues.

New
goodies
add
measure
power to
Fluke
8000A
Best selling 31/2 digit DMM
even better with new options
and accessories

New ac/dc high current
option lets you measure 10 A.
continuously or up to 20 A.
momentarily. New low 2 and
20 E2 scales give 0.001 S2
resolution. Low cost RF probe
offers new capability.

Other options include
rechargeable battery pack,
digital printer output, deluxe
test leads, 40 kV high voltage
probe, 600 A. ac current probe,
carrying cases, dust cover
and rack mount.

Basic "best buy" $299 DMM
feature dc accuracy of 0.1%.
Measure ac/dc volts from
100 "v to 1200 v, current from
100 nanoamperes to 2 A. and
resistance from 100 milliohms
to 20 megohms. Guaranteed
20,000 hour MTBF.

FLUKE
For data out today,
dial our toll -free hotline, John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O.
800-426-0361 Box 7428, Seattle, WA 98133

. fo- more c etails circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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NEW! GREASELESS!
 LUBRICANT
 PENETRANT

 RUST INHIBITOR

 DISPLACES WATER
SAFE  CLEAN  NON -TACKY
NEW GREASELESS LPS:
1. Dries wet ignitions, electrical

communications systems in
SECONDS!

2. Loosens frozen parts, automa-
tic chokes, heat risers where
others fail.

3. Lubricates suspension sys-
tems, locks. hinges, even most
delicate mechanisms.

4. Stops rust arid corrosion on
chrome, auto hardware, tools,
machinery.

Harmless to rubber, paint. plastic,
fabrics.

Lubricates
Penetrates
%tope RUSI

We

GIIIASELESS

lit Pall CARL/WAY

allsh 16 of awd -453611.

SEND FOR

FREE SAMPLE

LPS RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
2050 COTNER AVENAUE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90025

PHONE: (213)478-0095

. for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card

g--'6veePtho '5 New Improved

EAVE MOUNTS

FOR
SUPPORTED MAST

INSTALLATION
SLOTTED
WASHER HEAD
L AG SCREW
SIMPLIFIES
iNSIALLATION

TEARDROP
SCREW HOLES
FOR MOUNTING
EASE

EXCLUSIVE SWIVEL
MAST SUPPORT

BKE Vwro

ri

FOR
GROUND -UP TELESCOPING

MAST INSTALLATIONS
UP TO AND INCLUDING

50 FT. MASTS
Available in Hot -Dip

Galvanized Steel or Aluminum

WRITE FOR
FULL DETAILS

Choice of: 30", 48" or 60"
models (size indicates spread of lower bracket).

SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
SOUTH RIVER, NEW JERSEY 08882

TECHNICAL DIGEST

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

RCA

Tuner/Amplifier Models VZT100/VST113-Dial Cord Guide Replacement

The RC1249 chassis uses a one-piece plastic chassis pan
with a dial cord guide molded into the chassis, directly un-
der the tuning shaft. In those chassis where failure of this
guide is encountered, the following procedure is recom-
mended for repair:
I) Remove any remaining portion of the broken plastic

guide.
2) Drill Vs in. hole through the plastic chassis, 3A in.

from the front, and 3A in. from the bottom.
3) Install new guide from Repair Kit 139918, and position

as shown in illustration.
4) Restring the dial cord with three turns on the tuning

shaft, and thread through the new guide. The new guide
may be rotated slightly in either direction, to compen-
sate for dial cord length variations.

REVISED DIAL CORD STRINGING DIAGRAM

Courtesy RCA Consumer Elect.

The dial cord string on some chassis may require shorten-
ing to accommodate this procedure. Other string guides on
this chassis may he replaced with Repair Kit 139918 by
drilling a 144 in. mounting hole through the locating key of
the broken guide. After replacing any of these guides, re -
string the dial cord with three turns around the tuning shaft.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Video Display Chassis MUA-Chassis Description

The new MUA chassis used in Models MUA 1960 and
MUA2260 are video display devices with sound. The Model
MUA1960 display device is a monochrome unit with a 19
in. (diagonal measurement) picture tube and the Model
MUA2260 is the same but uses a 22 -in. picture tube.

These display devices are not television receivers and do
not have either VHF or UHF tuners. All of the controls
are located at the rear and either project through or are ac-
cessible through the cabinet back. The devices are used

... for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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principally to display the outputs of game machines.
The MUA chassis is a modified UA chassis. The UA

chassis circuit board is used but the Video and Audio IF
circuits are not functional even though the components for
these circuits are on the circuit board. The video and audio
signals are connected to a terminal board at the back,
which is located where antennas were formally connected.
Be sure to observe the caution printed on the label adjacent
to the terminal board. Horizontal and vertical synchroniz-
ing signals must be supplied by the machine which is con-
nected to the display inputs. Operating the MUA chassis
at reduced horizontal scan rates can cause excessive high
voltage. For continued protection against X-radiation, do
not operate the unit at horizontal scan rates lower than
14,750Hz. The picture tube filament is powered by a sec-
ondary winding on the high -voltage transformer. Picture
width can be adjusted by the WIDTH control, which is lo-
cated under the BRIGHTNESS control at the back.

To test if either horizontal or vertical sync is operational,
connect a good audio signal generator to the video input

TV INTERFERENCE...

The most effective cure
for ghosts is a highly di-
rectional antenna that
picks up strong, direct sig-
nals, but rejects the re-
flected signal, which comes
from a different direction.
Generally, the high -gain
antennas with the most
elements provide the most
directivity. In extreme
cases, you may have to
use two identical antennas
stacked horizontally.

Smears usually can be
eliminated by switching
from twinlead to coaxial
cable and using good
matching transformers, if
needed, at the antenna
and the TV set. Make sure
all lines are properly ter-
minated, and avoid sharp
bends in the cable. Crush-
ing the coaxial cable also
can cause smears in the
TV picture.

Miscellaneous
Interference

Some of the less com-
mon interference sources
occasionally cause recep-
tion problems. Airplane
flutter is one example. The
signals bounce off of the
airplanes as they fly over-
head, sometimes causing
the picture to flutter, roll
or lose sync. This problem
is usually associated only
with indoor antennas, but
if it becomes a problem,

conanued from page 29

use an outdoor antenna
with a large vertical cap-
ture area. In extreme
cases, the only real solu-
tion is to use two identi-
cal vertically stacked an-
tennas.

Adjacent channel inter-
ference is usually a prob-
lem only when you are re-
ceiving a very distant
channel. (For example, a
distant Channel 4 signal in
an area with a strong lo-
cal Channel 3 signal might
cause a herringbone pat-
tern on Channel 4.) The
solution is to employ a
high -gain, very directional
antenna on a rotor. If this
doesn't correct the prob-
lem, try a horizontal stack
on a rotor or a high -Q
trap tuned to the sound
carrier of the lower chan-
nel.

Because of FCC fre-
quency allotments, co -

channel interference (two
channels with the same
number, but broadcasting
from different areas) is
very rare. If you have this
problem, the more distant
channel is usually consid-
erably weaker than the
closer channel. You can
usually solve co -channel
problems by using a high -
gain antenna and orienting
it to produce the best inter-
ference -free reception. 

4 Money -saving reasons
to buy EICO's Solid State
Test Equipment.

Aar 242

EICO 242 FET-TVOM. Peak -to -peak
measurements of AC volts ants milli -

amps. 6'/2" meter. 7 non -skip :anges.
High input impedance. Low 1 volt
scale. DC/AC Multi -Probe. AC Dr bat-
tery operated. Kit $84.95, Wired
$119.95

EICO 330 RF Signal Generator. 5 bands
cover a range from 100 kHz to 54 MHz.
Calibrated modulation adjustment con-
trol. 400 Hz audio output. Frovision
for modulating RF with internal or

external signal source. Kit $69.95,
Wired $109.95

EICO 379 Sine/Square Wave Genera-
tor. Simultaneous sine and square wave
outputs. Covers 20 Hz to MHz in five
-anges. Low distortion sultzer feed-
back circuit. Square wave rise time
better than 0.1 microseconds. Kit
$79.95. Wired $119.95

EICO TR-410 Triggered Sweep Scope.
100% solid state. DC to 10MHz band-
width. '.veep synchronized gate out-
put. Z -Axis input. Use as vectorscope
for color TV servicing. One probe for
direct and 10:1 measurements. Wired

FREE 32 PAGE EICO CATALOG
For latest catalog on EIC3 Solid State Test Equipment, Automotive
and Hobby Electronics. Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems, Stereo, and
name of nearest EICO Distributor. check reader service card or
send 25c for fast first doss mail service.

EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 EIC01;

.
for fore details circle 110 on Reader Service Card

Security is the
infant TV was in 1954

By 1994 most American homes and businesses will have
security systems just as most have a TV set today.

In 1974 some electronic service technician and
communication specialists are going to enter the security

field by installing 8 to 10 security systems.

PLC Security Systems are designed and prepackaged for
installation by electronics businessmen, and the proof is in

the PLC catalog. Send for your free copy today.

PLC Electronics, Inc.
39-50 Crescent St., L.I.C., N.Y. 11101

. for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card

Comments from our readers are always welcome.

Address your letters to:

J. W. Phipps, Editor
Electrcnic Technician/Dealer
1 East First Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55802.
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nrtiC0
'80 Series

COLOR SPECTRUM
TV/FM ANTENNAS

MODEL F -89-C
54 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $102.95
CX-F-89-C 175 OHM) List Price
MODEL F -88-C

47 Elements VHF -UHF -FM
List Price: $79.95

CX-F-88-C (75 OHM) List Price: $86.20
MODEL F -87-C

33 Elements VHF -UHF -FM
List Price: $59.95

CX-F-87-C 175 OHM) List Price: $66.20

MODEL F -86-C
27 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $46.95
CX-F-86-C (75 OHM) List Price: $53.20

MODEL F -85-C
21 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $39.95
CX-F-85-C (75 OHM) List Price: $46.20

NHFFA/1

F -81-V

MODEL F -84-V
34 Elements VHF -FM

List Price: $89.95
CX-F-84-V (75 OHM) List Price: $98.30

MODEL F -83-V
28 Elements VHF -FM

List Price: $72.95
CX-F-83-V (75 OHM) List Price: $81.30

MODEL F -82-V
20 Elements VHF -FM

List Price: $49.95
CX-F-82-V (75 OHM) List Price: $58.30
MODEL F -81-V

14 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $35.95

CX-F-81-V (75 OHM) List Price: $44.30
'irite for Catalog No. 20-658, Dept. ETD -3-74

$109.20

The FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

Bedford. Ohio 44146 °

NEW PRODUCTS
Descriptions and specifications of the products in-
cluded in this department are provided by the man-
ufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-
responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

ALARM INSTALLERS' TOOL KIT
Tools for installation and
repair of burglar and fire alarms

A custom designed, 60 piece tool kit
for use by professional alarm installers
is designed by Mountain West Alarm.
Designated Model MW -700, this all -

new kit contains a set of tools selected
for installation and repair of burglar
and fire alarms, new motion detectors,

703

closed-circuit TV and all other systems
and devices currently in use in the
alarm industry. The kit, supplied in an
attache case, includes many standard
tools and many selected special tools
which are not normally available from
local suppliers. Most of the tools are
mounted on two removable pallets
which are mounted in a case measur-
ing 18 x 14 x 6 in. Price is $329.

DIGITAL VOM 704

Rugged construction for field use
while containing large LED displays

The Model 360 solid-state digital
VOM contains 0.33 -in. -high, bright -
red LED displays (31/2 digit) that are

said to he easily
read, even at a dis-
tance of up to 15
ft; while an analog
indicator just be-
neath the display is
designed for quick-
ly scanning nulls
and peaks. Polarity
selection is said to

be automatic, with an appropriate "+"
or "-" indication. Overrange indica-
tion is also said to be automatic with
the lower half of the "1" flashing while
the remaining three digits register the
amount of overrange-linear to 250

counts beyond maximum. The instru-
ment reportedly has 29 ac, dc, and
resistance ranges, including "low -pow-
er ohms." Maximum full-scale re-
sponse time to within rated accuracy
is reportedly 2 sec on dc and 5 sec on
ac. Simpson.

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 705

Internal broadband "Push Pull'
apartment house system

The CDA-300 series of internal
broadband push-pull distribution am-
plifiers reportedly incorporates the
latest integrated
circuit technolo-
gy throughout.
It is offered to
the MATV/
CATV industry
in a variety of
configurations:
Cable powered
(30v or 60v),
line powered -
wall mounting
(ac), rack
mounting (19 -
in.), plus inter-
mediate or high -
gain capability.
These units are
designed for use
where the BP -23 standard must be
maintained. They reportedly also fea-
ture high output with low distortion
and noise figures without degradation
to picture quality in multi/channel ap-
plications. Jerrold.

TWO-WAY VHF/UHF SPLITTER

its small size is ideal
for difficult MATV systems

The Model HS-20U/MM, VHF/
UHF hybrid splitter is a miniaturized
version designed by RMS Electronics,

706

Inc. Its small size is ideal for difficult
MATV systems and multiple set in-
stallations. Featuring a sealed non -cor-
roding housing, the splitter is weather-
proof for indoor or outdoor mounting
and is designed to split or combine two
7511 coaxial cables. Impedance at all
terminals is 7511 unbalanced. "F"

. . . for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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connectors are included, and a built-in
bracket facilitates simple mounting.
The unit measures 13/4 in. wide x
1-15/16 in. long x 11/16 in. deep.
Price is $7.15.

TEST RIG 707

Designed for both tube
and solid-state service work

A Combo -Rig, Model CJ, test rig
is designed for both tube and solid-
state service work. The unit is said to
be a complete set up which eliminates
the need to bring in the complete TV
set for shop service. It is packaged

without the picture tube but includes
all extensions and deflection compo-
nents needed for a I9 -in. picture tube.
The Transverter, a plug-in accessory, is
used when servicing solid-state chassis
and is reportedly an excellent acces-
sory that can be used with every
brand of test rig. The MAP 3500 kit
includes the transverter and four
adaptors for Motorola, Sylvania, RCA
and Zenith TV sets-all included with
the test rig. Additional adaptors for
tube and solid-state service work are
available individually and in kit form.
Telematic, Div. of U.X.I.. Corp.

SOLDERING IRON 708

Approximately 100 solder joints
can be made from one charge

Introduced is a battery powered
soldering iron with a built-in spot-
light for working in dark areas. This
cordless electronic soldering iron.

measures 8 in. long with tip, weighs
only 6 oz. It is said to operate on re-
chargeable nickel cadmium battery

continued on page 48

THINK OF IT
AS A CHEMICAL
ULTRASONIC BATH

The moment you do, you'll improve the
way you service tuners and other greasy
chassis troublespots. You'll save time, as a
concentrated power spray dissolves and
washes away dirt and gunk. You'll save money
-less spray is needed because there's a higher
percertage of active ingredients. And youll do a
more thorough job-thanks to a premium formula
that's more efficient and won't damage con-
ponen-s.

Next time you service, service chemically with the
world's best-selling deg reaser -TUN -O -WASH "2400.
One of the fine chemical tools horn

CHEMIPONICS INC
1260 RALPH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, N Y. 11236

Our business is improving yours.

. for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card

RVICE
SOLID.E)

STATE
ON
YOUR
RIG!

J10

=NW
TAZYSITRIER

TELEMATIC
TRANSVERTER

WORKS WITH ANY TEST RIG
PLUG IN-to service solid state
UNPLUG-for tube type

Ielefilatk

Matches
 RCA  ZENITH
 MOTOROLA
 SYLVANIA
 MAGNAVOX

nd All Others!

2245 Pitkin Ave.,Brooklyn,N.Y.11207,

FREE' Adaptor Quick Reference Chart
for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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World's
best

Multimeter
93 Ranges. ±1.5% Basic Accuracy.

1001VII2 Impedance. FET Input.

Frequencies to 1GHz

MASTERANGER'
gives you 61 built-in ranges with
±1.5% accuracy or better:
 0-1.5mV to 0-1500V AC & DC
 0-0.15AA to 0-1.5A AC & DC
 0-101a2 to 0-10,000M2, output <24mV
 -60dBm to 60dBm in 10dBm steps
 Galvanometer & Null Detection

32 additional ranges with optional
accessories:
 0-1.5kV to 0-50kV AC & DC @ ±1.5% acc.
 0-5V to 0-1500V AC (P -P) @ ± 1.5% acc.
 0-1.5V to 0-500V RF & VSWR @ ± 5% acc.
 0-5A to 0-150A AC & DC @ ± 5% acc.
 -150°C to +500°C in 5 ranges @

±1.5% acc.

More ranges, better accuracy than
Triplett, HP, and others. Send now
for brochure and address of local
sales office.

2$ 45
MONEY BACK

any
i f not

reason
 in first 30 days

INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Instrument Division

3-01 Twenty -Seventh Ave.,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11102 (212) 726-1200
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NEW PRODUCTS."
continued from page 47

and reportedly heats in about 5 sec. A
UL listed recharger is included with
the unit, which can be recharged over-
night by plugging the unit into a 110-
120v, 60Hz ac outlet. The tip temper-
ature is reportedly over 700°F and
approximately 100 joints can be
soldered from each charge, depending
on the wire size. The iron can also be
used while recharging. An OFF/ON
button provides finger touch control
and the small tip permits pin -point
work. Wall-Lenk Manufacturing Co.

TEMPERATURE PROBE 709

Measures soldering iron
tip temperatures

A temperature Probe, Part No.
TPI I0, is designed to accurately mea-

sure the initial temperature that a
solder termination would feel. The
operator merely tins the proprietary
probe end while holding it against his
soldering tool tip. The meter readings
will reportedly repeat each time you
measure the temperature, showing
your test results and controlling your
soldering methods. Edsyn, Inc.

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 710

Features a full
memory system

A new portable, memory electronic
calculator has been added to Texas In-

struments line of calculators. Desig-
nated the TI -2550, the unit features a
full memory system which stores and
recalls numbers and also sums num-

bers in the memory. In addition to the
four basic functions, the unit performs
percentage calculations, percentage
problems such as amount of tax, dis-
count, and ratios expressed as a per-
cent can be solved to find the amount
of the percentage, as well as a final
total. Recalling a number from mem-
ory does not erase the stored number.
The keyboard on the calculator is
composed of 10 digit keys, a decimal
key, and 12 function keys. All keys
are single function for simple entry in
long or complex problems. It operates
from three replaceable, rechargeable
"AA" size Nickel -Cadmium batteries.
Price is $99.95.

SPEAKER BAFFLES 711

Designed for fast installation of
ceiling- or wall -mounted speakers

Electro Sound has an "FS" Series
of torsion -spring -mounted square
speaker baffles for ceiling and wall in-
stallations. They are die -formed from
20 gauge CRS or satin -plated steel. All
feature beveled edges, perforated
metal grille, and the back -angle sup-
ports are designed to prevent unwanted
vibrations. The smaller baffles are de-

signed to allow space for volume con-
trols and switches where completely
self-contained assemblies are required.
The mounted baffle, without a screw
in sight, presents an exceptionally
clean, attractive appearance and is
available in painted, brass, chrome,
wood, with or without a fabric -covered
grille. The baffles are available for 5-,
6-, 8-, and 12 -inch speakers.

HAND TOOLS 712

Handles feature thick, yellow, dipped
plastic covering for comfort

These tools from ITT Holub In-
dustries have a thick, yellow, dipped
plastic covering for maximum com-
fort and good grip. The line includes



side cutting, diagonal cutting, long
nose, slip joint, tongue and groove,
and quick -release pliers, plus adjust-
able wrenches. The quick -release

pliers are of a new design with a mul-
tiple slip joint that automatically closes
and locks on the part being held. The
pliers are available in 61/2 in. and 10
in. sizes.

FUNCTION GENERATOR 713

Both a waveform and
ramp generator in one package

The Model 5200 Function Genera-
tor is said to actually be two genera-
tors in one package: A waveform gen-
erator reportedly capable of providing

sine, square, triangle and positive and
negative ramps over the frequency
range of 0.002Hz to 3MHz; and a
ramp generator, which provides a
linear ramp over the frequency range
of 0.1Hz to 100kHz. The main output
is 20v p -p open circuit, with a 5051
output impedance, while the ramp out-
put is 10v p -p open circuit with a
20051 output impedance. In the pulse
mode, it is possible to produce pulses
as narrow as 200ns at rep -rates any-
where between 100kHz and 0.1Hz.
The ramp generator provides a linear
output and when internally connected
to the waveform generator in the
sweep modes, provides an output
voltage proportional to the main out-
put frequency. Krohn -Hite Corp.

TUNER SUBBER
Operates from 120v AC
or batteries

714

For added convenience in shop use,
Castle TV has designed a new model
of the Subber Mark IV. Designated

the Subber Mark IV -A, the unit
operates from 120v AC or battery, and
comes complete with batteries plus
wall plug-in transformer and built-in
power supply. Change -over to battery
operation is automatic when the AC
transformer is disconnected. All other

specifications are the same as the Sub -
her Model Mark IV. Price is $54.95.

TRANSISTOR/FET TESTER 715

Requires nc set-up
information

Introduced is a new pushbutton
transistor and FET tester, the TF26
Touch Tone Cricket. The tester re-
portedly requires no set-up book or
knowledge of lead configuration. The
test leads can be connected in any
order. The pushbutton operation,
coupled with the NPN/PNP button,
tests all possible combinations of bas-
ing for any transistor or FET. A
unique audible "chirp," indicating a
"GOOD" test, is incorporated into the
design and this audible tone reported-
ly tells you instantly when a good
transistor is under test. A sensitive

out -of -circuit leakage test in micro -
amps is also included to back up the
in -circuit gain test. The unit was de-
signed with portability and ruggedness
in mind. The unit is housed in an un-
breakable acrylic case and sliding me-
ter cover. A specially designed spring
loaded, jewel pivot meter movement,
built to absorb shock, is also featured
in the unit. Sencore, Inc.

THE RIGHT CONTROL

THE FIRST TIME.

Fastatch is Centralab's precise,
complete answer to control re-
placement in radio, TV, stereo
and auto radio. It makes possible
more than 9 billion combinations
- thus your Centralab Fastatch
Distributor can serve you best -
now. The Fastatch snap -together
control exceeds OEM require-
ments because of these built-in
features for constant service.

 Snap together, permanent locking,
anti -backlash construction on dual and
twin controls.
 No alignment or twisting of controls.
 Shafts can't loosen or pull out.
 No cutting of shafts.
 Universal terminals replace printed
tircuit, wire wrap and hole type ter-
minals.

WHEN YOU NEED A CONTROL
(OUR FASTATCH DISTRIBUTOR
IS THE FIRST MAN TO SEE

Get the right replacement faster
with 8 Centrelab service kits.

See your FASTATCH
Distributor for complete details

rlISTRIRI ^r>n mnoucTs

maim
Imam
'WNW

CENTRALAB
Electronics Olvis.on
GLOBE -UNION INC.

5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE
MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN 53201
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T & T
VALUE SALE
RAYTHEON NEW JOBBER -BOXED TUBES

78% off UST
3A3 5 for $5.00 66H8 5 for $3.91
6BK4 5 for $9.13 61E6 5 for $10.95
6DW4 5 for $4.62 12GN7 5 for $6.88

TRANSISTORS XACT. REPLACEMENT (BOXED)
80% off UST

0 SK3006 5 for $2.35 0 SK3039
0 SK3009 5 for $3.90 [j SK3040
O 51(3018 5 for $5.25 L: SK3041
O SK3020 5 for $2.20 L. SK3042

HSK3114 5 for $2.40 0 SK3052
SK3024 5 for $3.15 U SK3054
SK3025 5 for $4.50 0 SK3027
SK3026 5 for $3.00 LI SK3122

LI SK3035 5 for $9.15 p SK3124

IC EQUIV. TO: (BOXED)

AHep 590 IC20
Hep 591 1C8

0 Sylvania VA703 IC7

DIODES & RECTIFIERS
D Assorted Diodes incl. 1N34 50 for $1.00
O Color Burst Boost Rectifiers 7 for $2.00

Color Focus Rect. ITT 6500 PIV 10 for $4.00
Color Focus Rect. RCA 113397 3 for $2.00
Zenith Voltage Tripler 212-136 ea. $3.95

Ej 2.5 amp 1000 Ply IR170 40 for $5.00
-; 24KV HV Rect. 2 for $1.50
J IRD1304 10 for $2.95
D IRDD05 10 for $2.95

YOKES - TUNERS - FLYS

0 Y110 Color Mag, etc. $6.95
0 Y107-70 Color Yoke ea. $8.95, 2 for $15.00
LI Y109-DY95AC Mag, RCA Color

w/o back cover
O Y104 DY68AT
D lap Color Yoke
O Standard Coil Tuner incl. tubes

8
UHF & UHF Comb. incl. tubes
UHF Tuner

0 Zenith 175-1139 incl. tubes
0 Zenith 175-1193 incl. tubes $6.95
U Sylvania Tuner incl. tubes $6.95
U Zenith Std. tuners incl. tubes 4 for $22.00
U Zenith Golden Grid incl. tubes 4 for $34.00
O Philco color 32.10132-1 H0652 -C Fly $3.95

GENERAL

0 53 Meg. High Vol. Resistor 6 for $2.00
,J 66 Meg. High Vol. Resistor 6 for $2.00

10 Asst. Cap. Cans $4.00
20 Asst. Mylar Caps
50 Asst. Disc. Caps $$22..0000

3.58 Crystal Osc. 5 for $3.75
3.58 Crystal Osc. RCA 5 for $5.00

D 100-10.7 mc. IF cans and others $4.00
D 19" & 25" Color CRT Boosters 3 for $11.00
O 21" Color CRT Boosters 3 for $11.00

TV and HiFi Knobs 50 for $2.00
0 Asst. Potentiometers 20 for $2.00

Assorted Resistors 200 for $2.00
0 Damper Diode RCA Equiv 135932 ea. $2.95
O Mura NH65 Multi Meter 20,000

ohms/VDC $14.95
O 1000 ft. Columbia Foam Wire $19.95
0 Second Anode Leads B&W 10 for $1.00
0 6 Alignment tools $1.00

AUDIO

O Equiv M77 Shure Diamond Needle $3.95
O Equiv N44 Shure Diamond Needle $2.95
O 12 BSR Needle 5213, Carded $3.95
O 12 Asst. Varco Needle 9208, Carded $3.95

S12 Asst. Ast. Needle 5051, Carded $3.95
Stereo Headphones Ind. controls ea. $6.95

O Lapel Mikes . 2 for $1.00
O Telephone Pick up Coil 3 for $1.00
O 5-90 min Irish Cassette Tapes

Norelco Boxed $3.50
0 3-60 min Irish Cassette Tapes $1.25
O BSR McDonald 5500X inc. Base

and Cover $29.95
DPickering V15 $2.95
12 fork needles on card $1.50

O BSR 45 Adaptor 2 for $1.00
O Ast 148 Equiv 35 forfor $551..0500

O Ast 142 Equiv
0Varco TN4B Equiv 5 for $7.50
Varco TNO2 Equiv 5 for $7.50

Minimum Order $35-F.O.B. Brooklyn
Catalogs $1 -Refundable upon your order

5 for $.1.30
5 for $3.75
5 for $4.20
5 for $6.20
5 for $3.90
5 for $4.50
5 for $5.25
5 for $2.20
5 for $2.10

ea. $1.00
ea. $1.00

2 for $1.50

$4.95
$3.95
$6.95
$4.95
$5.95
$1.50
$6.95

CT & T SALES CO.)
4802 AVENUE K

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241.5940

. for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE
Descriptions and specifications of the products in-
cluded in this department are provided by the man-
ufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-
responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

COLOR -TV 716

Features a new
color picture tube

This 19 -in. (diagonal) Panasonic
Quatrecolor TV set, Model CT -944,
features the new Quintrix picture tube
for greater picture brightness while
maintaining sharp focus. The new
tube includes five -electrode construc-
tion; an additional pre -focus lens for
sharper picture detail; a negative

guard -band black matrix for improved
contrast; and a high -voltage, 100 per-
cent solid-state Quatrecolor chassis. It
is housed in a walnut grain cabinet
and features five snap -on boards
which simplify serviceability. Price
with stand is $499.95.

TURNTABLE 717

Features a new deep,
heavy, die cast platter

A top of the line magnetic turntable,
Model 620AX, is designed by BSR

(USA) Ltd. It features a walnut -
grained wood base plus tinted dust -
cover, a magnetic cartridge with ellip-
tical diamond stylus, and a deep,
heavy (approximately 4 lb) die cast
platter. The jam -proof tone arm of
low -mass aluminum design is equipped
with an adjustable counter -weight,
dual -range anti -skate control and a
slide -in cartridge head. Also included

is a stylus force adjustment, viscous
damped pause and cue control, swing -
away arm for manual play and an
automatic arm lock.

AUTO FM AMPLIFIER 718

Installed under the dash,
it amplifies only the FM signal

This FM stereo amplifier, designed
by Antennacraft. is easily installed un-

viv-%'-g-3'.'""
eimo'

der the dash and amplifies only
the FM signal. There is less station
fading, improved sound clarity and
cleaner stereo reception. The unit does
not affect AM listening and operates
from any 12v negative -ground system.

STEREOPHONE DISPLAY 719

Occupies less than 1
sq ft of counter space

A gold foil covered display designed
to produce stereophone sales for deal-
ers is now available from RCA.
Strong, lightweight, and occupying
less than I sq. ft. of counter space,

this eye-catching point -of -purchase
display, Model MDA-1222, is easily
assembled and set up. It's designed for
use with any model in RCA's line of
stereo headphones. The units can be
displayed on the attractive placard or
even hooked into a sound source to
demonstrate the stereophones.



TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Test Packs and
Master Electronic Kits
Bulletin SP -41 describes the complete
series of combination snap -around and
multitester test kits. A.W. Sperry In-
struments Inc., 245 Marcus Blvd.,
Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787.

Antenna System Components
A revised, 36 -page commercial prod-
ucts catalog, No. 110, contains illus-
trations, descriptions and specifications
for over 250 antenna system products.
Winegard Co., 3000 Kirkwood St.,
Burlington, Ia. 52601.

Electrolytic Capacitors
This brochure describes the two series
of aluminum electrolytic capacitors
available from International Importers,
Inc., 2242 S. Western Ave., Chicago,
III. 60608.

Components & Test Equipment
This 32 -page illustrated, discount mail-
order catalog is designed as a quick -
reference component and test equip-
ment ordering guide. Fordham Radio
Supply Co., 558 Morris Ave., Bronx,
N.Y. 10451.

Security Systems
A 32 -page catalog lists 17 profession-
al security systems designed for instal-
lation by the electronic technician.
PLC Electronics, Inc., 39-50 Crescent
St., L.I.C., N.Y. 11101.

Linear Integrated Circuits
The 3rd edition of the Linear Inte-
grated Circuits Data Book has been
expanded to over 800 pages, one hun-
dred pages more than the previous
edition. In addition to device listings
and data sheets, an interchangeability
guide and listing of available applica-
tion notes is included. Price per copy
$3.00. Motorola Semiconductor Prod-
ucts, Inc., P.O., Box 20924, Phoenix,
Ariz. 85306.

We help him
make it

easier for you.
Your GE tube distributor is always there
when you need him. With a compete line of
GE entertaiiment receiving tubes, replace-
ment semiconductors and ULTRACOLOR '
or all -new Spectra-Brite picture tubes_

Competitively priced. Wish fast de-
livery assured by his balanced inventory and
the GE tube warehouse network. Along with
all the technical information, business and
technical aids you II ever need. You can de-
pend on him and GE tube products.

Tube Products Department.
General Electric Company,

Owensboro. Ken*.ucky 42301

We're in
this business

together.
GENERAL* ELECTRIC

hook what $250 buys!
.- FREOUENC1

OATAPULSE

FM
IMPUT

OF
OF

OFFSET AMR

fOs
SYNC OUIPU1

10. 6000 TO5°A

It buys Systron-Donner's 2 MHz function generator. The other two low-cost func-
tion generators, listing at $249, both stop at 1 MHz. Why not get an extra MHz for
only $1 or $5 more? Plus better specs to boot!  S -D Model 400:  Frequency
0.02 Hz to 2 MHz  accuracy ± 2% typica  FM range 1000:1  sine, square,
and triangle  1% sine distortion  20 v pk-pk (10 v into 50 ohms) output  ± 10 v
offset  50 or 600 ohms output impedance. IL] Contact: your iearest Scientific
Devices office or Systron-Donner at 10 Systron Drive, Concord, Ca 94518. Phone
(415) 682-6161.

SYSTRON DONNER
fo- more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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a
year

PRICE
FREEZE

In spite of rising production costs, labor,
materials, freight, etc. Electronic Chem-
ical still maintains the same high quality
and low price as in our very first year.
Volume Control and Contact Restorer

For special attention to vol-
ume controls, push button
assemblies, band switches,
relays and other electrical
contacts.

otsc'

Tunev
Tonic

,1111.110

Tuner Tonic
Cleans and lubricates
tuners (incl. wafer
type) -- economical,
a little does a lot.
No -Noise products
guaranteed non-flam-
mable, no carbon tet,
non-toxic -safe for
plastics.

ekl. 0 .
Olfr
::ME

CONTROLtrogi.
CONTACT:

RESTORE,'vae... $

' Super Spray Beth
Dissolve and flush away AmOU1111"grease, dirt, oil and ox-
'dation. Used for mag- "-
netic heads, computers,
relays and switches, Tel
& Tel equipment, switch-
boards and switching
devices, record changers,
timers, automotive and
aircraft equipment, print-
ed circuit boards.

Often imitated
but never duplicated

=1=1111110
Other "No -Noise" Products: ---
te_ii 'Super Lube FrIgld Air

Tape-Reco Head Cleaner .

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP.
813 Communipaw Avenue Jersey City. N. J 07304

... for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card

All NEW FROM ENDECO

the desoldering
iron with a
light Aik,

e°13dl4Exclusive new safety light
shows when power is on

MODEL 510 $15.95 NET

Three-way on -idle -off switch . Operates at
40w; idles at 20w for longer tip life 6 tip
sizes available to handle any job  Cool, un-
breakable polycarbonate handle Burn -re-
sistant neoprene cord  Exclusive new bracket
insures alignment, prevents damage 81/2"
long, 3'/2 oz  Also soldering irons and solder-
ing/desoldering kits.

See your distributor or write .

4.%.844

/110'
eodiec0

5127 EAST 65TH ST.
INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA 46220
PHONE 317/251-1231

enter Ise

corporation

READERS
SERVICE INDEX

... for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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ADVERTISER'S INDEX

101 Arrow Fastener Co., Inc. 11

102 B & K Division, Dynascan Corp. 3

140 B & K Division, Dynascan Corp. 3

141 B & K Division, Dynascan Corp. 3

142 B & K Division, Dynascan Corp. 3

103 Blonder Tongue Labs 7

104 Book Club-Tab Books 34-37

106 Centralab Distributor 49

107 Chemtronics 47

108 Chemtronics 8

109 DI Instrument 48

110 EICO Electronic Instruments Co. 45

111 Electronic Chemical Corp. 52

112 Enterprise Development Corp. 52

113 Finney Company 46
114 Fluke Mfg., John 43

115 Fordham Radio Supply 52

116 GC Electronics 18

117 General Electric 19

118 Heath Company 41

119 International Rectifier 13

120 Jensen Tools & Alloys 52
121 Leader Instruments 12

122 LPS Research Labs 44
123 Mallory Distributor Products Co. 4

124 McAdam Electronics 38
126 PLC Electronics Inc. 45
127 PTS Electronics Inc. Cover 2
128 RCA Electronic Capabilities 33
129 South River Metal Products Co. 44
130 Sprague Products Company 9

131 Systron Donner 51

132 T & T Sales Company 50
133 Tektronix, Inc. 21

139 Tektronix, Inc. 21
134 Telematic Division, UXL Corp. 47
135 Triplett Corporation Cover 4
136 Tuner Service Corporation 10
137 Universal Tuner Tabs 12
138 Winegard Company 14-15

NEW PRODUCTS

700 VHF/UHF Portable TV Tuners 20
701 CATV Midband Trap 20
702 Metric Nutdriver Set 20
703 Alarm Installers' Tool Kit 46
704 Digital VOM 46
705 Distribution Amplifier 46
706 Two -Way VHF/UHF Splitter 46
707 Test Rig 47
708 Soldering Iron 47
709 Temperature Probe 48
710 Electronic Calculator 48
711 Speaker Baffles 48
712 Hand Tools 48
713 Function Generator 49
714 Tuner Subber 49
715 Transistor/FET Tester 49
716 Color -TV 50
717 Turntable 50
718 Auto FM Amplifier 50
719 Stereophone Display 50

TEST INSTRUMENT

900 Data Technology Model 20 Digital
Multimeter 42

DISCOUNT
TEST

EQUIPMENT
SPECIALISTS

11CCD1=t
'E/COL;

COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

ICC/Mullard & Raytheon Tubes
Telematic Test Rigs

FREE CATALOG

FORDHAM
Radio Supply Co., Inc.

558 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451
Tel: 12121 585-0330

... for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS

Lists more than 1700 items-pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes lour pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

.TE.NEEN TOOLS
4117 N. 44th Street, Phoeno, Aro: E150,8

... for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card

"My husband worked on it for two hours. Do
we get anything off for that?"

Ray

"I love my new service contract. I'll bet you
appreciate my being your best customer."

1974
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

ADMIRAL 1515 MGA 1516
Color TV Chassis T15K10/T16K10 Color -TV Model CS -197

AIRLINE 1518 MOTOROLA 1517
TV Models GAI-13133A/B Color -TV Chassis TS -931

MAGNAVOX 1514
TV Chassis T984 Series
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PART NO.

L103 horiz osc coil 361367 7
L201 -line filter 361400-3
T101 - audio output xformer 320382 2
T102 -pert output xformer 3203901
T103 --high volt xformer 361484 1
C132A. B. C -elect, 20051, 200v. 400p f

vOt.u.dt
5202

55

W25

L
 RUN

1011170.250

40p f. 200, 175v 270099-32
R119A. B, C vert lin, hold & height 220266-7
0201 -high volt rect diode 530119-8
TH101 thermistor 230130-6
TH103-thermistor 230170.8
VOR101-varistor 230167 6
F101 --fuse. 2a, slo-blo 180865-5200
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PART NO.

I/12
21

22 fr

_C195

I
nom

470,1/11

CI" 01131 C141_7/1111
rp ......

01T. oIT

518137-12
ACC DELAY

07

NI( Nu; SOCNI Of
voi CON Air MIIII(11.
50411(1 (MAWS IP

1/0! OIIIN AC Ulf

578179-40R 578141-4

111,
244021E

U.' LA" II --051321
02 tir

5.,

RA21
71

1/111

III)

310

I 51
2C1

St on 1124

ACC
5%

11127

13/4511

1121 l

Cl?'
27,5%

CA31

100

RA32

CA7i-EILIS coA3 121

1510T T,500 11133

1214- -Or 7/- Ct

r
"ol-)

CA41

93C 11 -t

SOUND DET
DA43

LI

1117 1111
101

CA.54:

Nr
I I

51B15104

6

SO:
(---1(   t

IF DRIVER

C11 C63
470

16211

9

CLAMP'S3
C

6De-1,.1
Ile

:14i,:°°38:3°0190 2 :01miArcull

578152-12 0,0 IS
OSC LIMITER ""

05 ,Iv
SON SIN

ITS

'O
1114 1691
WO 11

1/111 (115
/IV

0115 ISO, 5%

127.5% 0616

11

57E1180 -40R RAH 1141

578142-4 '" 5% "
1/41 5%

!Iv

10: 5x /'$1X141216$

1145:41.5.159=-:11,:),I.55128%1611:

ST VIDEO AMP
_-C8' 360, 5% 578160-8

4541
II

"35
CA23601

.411

411,

IASI

3RD IF

03

VIDEO DET

11

CA0.5

10 0S0 C253Tr793,.1:55 ir1/140,

1 2

1111 UN

t(t

11159:1

CA10 010 'if

51%5: 11500 it44., 15.1%L4A1.49541%. ,CAAS55%,1

1/4

- N. 33C

/5414C5:15:

9

500

Cq I CH 5% CI"
AUCgl$E

D153 j

III

1/c1;52

'T 1Sr II
:275.151/4,

'raw1147 .1350If
1151

611.5%

i10010
113r

I00 1/111

5113136-12
ACC AMP

08

4.49
221
ulo
SCI

02

2156 SS

1402
(AI

1113
21

PO 7/611111 I PI
01 NS/

POWER Ill
b'AC

,Calf
fiFUSE RIO

ENS
51111 .2254

INTERLOCK FUSE
ou-OFF

^ 2914

j 17 Px16

1 r

AGC

COO

'Fir WV,

I.1!6 cis, _C152 CA66 11165

I,
1Of /.4.43.It500

1- 01
4-

430.5%

578136-12
ACC GATE

09

578145-12

11C7

BUR0S172Alip
or

11111\ It/r
es,

ICI IN
ICA I/411 Imis

/10,0a
ION

g Mr
LINE

FILTER

CHI

L_

IC)

93842-1
B RECT CC?

Cam 22001
104

,RED IC COI'.t

IA

INF IC

143

.5%

RD/ 73
t000 -

7 y ICI1 5
I 5I_f_ 1011_ Of

IL ...1,,,, ION I

L 93842-7 ce05,-
B*RECT

0005
1 f

_.1

1C12

10

"ft'

CCIO CC, CCUII
CCII

3901

1014

BURST

CD'
1000

iA/TAY('
/Ai/

CD?

1000

47 --)1

--)1
500

C157I
i000

40210

100

I/411

'1001

93C.6.4-1

KILLER DET
30l4

501
1005

Roil
100

1/41

I CM
93C64 -I = of

OILIER DET -
0015

C13111

201 ess2
15" 10.1/41
)1. An,

A 51 - C997
1560

COLOR

FILLER

1::45030

2211

1/11

T ;1

((S

ACTS 141(0147
151 Pia
INV

CDI

CIO

-HI

7.% 14

I.101?. 93C64-i
PHASE DET

0
1121

016

1101

101
1701

11013

100.1/11
1144/

93C64 -I
PHASE BET

0047

 COi
 oi

11119

SIC

LD27:
51.5%.

_LC126

1270
-MOO

100

1025 1D21

165 .4-11.51'4. CC/9

10004,-r

CC50, -

CC 51 -F.RIC,511
390

L.IA,

if PD2f

PWSI

TOY IC

RUN CHANGES

0 SIP/ 0/ produclaw

RH28 20000 brightness cont 75A140-1
RH29-350 n contrast cont 752140-3

RA82- 21( AGC delay 752101-31 RH30 100K vert hold coot 75A140-2
RA83 2K AGC control ... . 75A101.31 RH34 -500 n slide twit coot 75A141-9
RC64- 10K color killer control 75A101-18 RH39-5000 color slide cont 75A141-9
R038-4000 reactance control 752101-35 ZE23-vert integrator 63A6-29
RE54 -vert lin CH10A -2000. 350v .

RE55-green drode trople cont 75A107-4 CH106-1600. 350v 67A15.403
RE56 blue drwe CH10C-80uf . 350v
RE70-poutive temp col 61252-3 CH100-1051. 350v
RE71-negative temp col 61A57.6 LB2-4.5MHz coil 72A3I 7 1

0 ,3:10;111 ./f
, cr4e 1 cr,44

TIDY2C000 200041

14" CCI

012

COS
082

ICl/
RIGHT BLU

HORI2.

?COIN

LEFT

BLU

NOR12

001

CLAMP

GIP

IC2

RICHT

R -G

VERT.

U POSH -OA --ill
10111111115

mos
CONVERGENCE ASSY.

A8790-2

005

LAMP

ICI
ISO

21

ICC
500

LEFT
R -G

VERT

LC 1

-f` BLUE COILS

PWS 3

11611

500

ROT BLU

NOR I?

61

NOLO*

CC12
501

255 4022
60

TOP-BOT

R -G VERT

ICI
300

co TOP -80T

R -G

VERT SAL

7,211;
1C23

,1020
30

ofDtcpw TOP BLU

COILS MORI/

LC16-chroma input Coll. 72A329-1
LC63-3.58M1-4z SR coil........ 73255-48
LF24-hora hold cont ........... 944051-1
TB20-ratio xforrner ........... 72A3113-1

TC14-burst 'dormer 722325-3
TC29-bandpass xformer 72A327-1
TH2-line choke 73A31-16
TH4--power xformer ............... 80A108-13
TH18-horiz output xformer 792158-2
TH44 -audio output xformer 79A141.1
TH73- vert OUTPLI7 xforrner 792165-1

GRIT

RED

GA!(

I -1f?

CNg5f1I
01111

50u005

017

410

171E 1111.1

BOTTOM VIEWS OF TRANSISTORS

WE 11111 DK 054

I
,

SAN

051.052
017 11/571C CASE TYPES II, 02.03

511150-12 (ICE" 011

Olt

csNOCE

ANODE

0042
571149-12 13C 3$-Il

E1017 ROUND

CAP 171E5

COltEC701

(CASE/

111 LEAD

E  11111E1 RH
I  I1SE
C  COURT°,
D. 5X1110 COIIECTIO1
0. DRAM
S SOURCE
C GATE
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B

1119

/SO, 5%

Toro

F

J

0621
1

156

93CTI-I
RATIO DET

0125

t 0172 1 64
5525

101.753%4
0124 13/3 49:

93C39-13
DER REG

i50,5%

0111

93C 71 i ;1,2:
RATIO DET 1/41

ANY

I
,

C130 :_

I
.02

47 g

:132
0190

11.42

VOL, 11

501

7454

a la
AUDIO PRE -AMP

578153-9

----.4"-Ts1,71 06

cs3333 tlynr

021
1171
310

1134
NOR

3%
111 ros.nr 1/41

Jr

1130 :534
'Dour

IIcy

4 0001 375
J6e TI 93C64 -I

017
33 --6EE2- O

1r BCI9URST GATE

5%

(016

5160
036'  rill% Cv11001

33
9' 1141 ulf-ar 13g5% -"An...-.

111fIr'

1161
C166- 004

.051 ,/ 4113
211

5%,v41

111110.70

578137-12
SYNC SEPARATOR

013

/01. 150

578148-12
HON BLANKING

015

MST'

71 1310
41

RCN
411

_ICC%

I1500

578143.12
1ST BANDPASS

013 Ifr
Jr

/11.

C57
155
1/411

93C64 -I

1029 CLAMP*
BANDPASS 0032

CC11 IC111

410 105,5%

AC
CC21

180

Ill
0021
/000

--e,
IC261"

331.1111

5023
502,

0022

6 II I
1024
3

"4S1i

1031.-1. CC51

vI 1 12 00

4033
101,1141

578144-12
2 ND BANDPASS

014

93C64-1
BURST BLANK

DC44

1417

1034 41
1110.

4035
11,1/41

0 -Anne -

0C31
COI

01

COI
0041 370

°11041$180 5% rly
5039 1. 1040

60161II 180
140

111
5%- 11

1043 147
I6 Il

N1 1/11

0045
NO

0010
17

5%

10 14
"Or

5455

71144

9U01001.1TPUT
API

MAUI
3.2 ONUS v0101 COIL

ADMIRAL
Color -TV Chassis
T15K10

1440/

rI J r Dec:#J,"7101,

,g1133

tavaw,x1011011,

ilf:Iip.40:11,5

t:s.502

FL /RED

EIfts;07,51010

I(

311

3,_757:1

1/021 Vs

;00901:010
0 1511

57810528?

-10 r

--i,(--12--120

II
:112t.

72:

VIDEORA

AMP

1(35

C(41

yyy,

11(4'

t
!1

1-21(

is

3
3

Am:5360515i:

leo".
s'ss

1:111::1:25064GC

'53' (773:1 5 '1..:11 T1111:11C

"

Mil

i.r
.11

t...W11

5rr

1

I1. SYNC

1(43

SC161. 4..1(33 ti22L''-='i
22 OM

55O00.031.109

01.;113

020

N

41

1/2 17Y9

/ 4277

1024
/SI

1/41

C0/1

TI

CC$1
1003

15,1141

C01 I.
qV fr

I15
57819-12

11:14
" 578150-12

REACTANCE

00121 al

1100; 10032
Tao fly

155

4/411 con
I12

/V

0033
01

056

1035

)411
1125

93C39 -II -
DINER S

REG
DDIZ

/46
1034

(20,1/411

10463

CD19I
IC185

'Cr

1_ 0055I'
503

540, 5%
I

co5/T 01

1
COLOR KILLER AMP

578146-12

030350,
0051,1 00,5 ,2

Ins3
1'O°14

7200.33.
-

9% - -

103/ I°° ,sto !,:v, 578143-12 578159-12 !"400

0040 3 SZIMH,
220 7043

0

016

C041 -1- C045 1044

'5:147:
"43

CRYSTAL': C D11

1r

oo:

AR5DED3AJIC

REACTANCE 0041

3.58 0011 055.

13v.45.170H1.21113yuf
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10471

018 019
300,5%

350

5%
1/4541%.0-
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1'15

400 C065, .1

WY

iE

-

1063
.1200
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5034Jr
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300.5%

it41

Co.:

(-0
200,5%

5050

i/ 610 INN

1043%,

,0

578159-12
B -F DEMODULATOR

020 111

1017
61

ANA

1012

:,r.

1014
610

1061
100,1/41

N
100,1115

8011
82

16

503
611

5766 t/411

34,./45

1050rI.
,

iir

0071

It
518159-12

R I DEMODULATOR

021
000
1015
610

011
/20

C011 ."0012
(30, 5%

1150,5%

II

1/

A

44 *fill al ill 101i /NI? a51"0 ,41 fl5B0-11""
FILTER CHOKE PWS2I.

I/2 25JZ8,50 -1,0 41wrCr..osLsio'
VERT 05C

tif,T III r__., 44,000T90
I

4370 liv ,i_ VIA
4 I , _____Lc ac 93B52 -I I

DEGAUSSING
Z etaECT -fg,RAN ..COIL -r -o----, ...

CHI4
51..19

z 8931261
_C,01050 -

orb

11701  , DES I ley

t.°35°IliT1461

:I:10171
...on, o
23/ Af Tr II OB9E3/B125EC2171

30 105 I
124040101

AI SIZE
Otto  CR0000000 111(54

3 41(0
r

0 muf o

/7` nor
4

cm,oc800 -
7004I

25C13
115

4111111411110

S'r

CHI/
47

TINT

71070

500

and (1111

5.1I coo

oti T I

17x92

25111
9rI 11

11.

VERT HOLD

a
RS

C(10
1114 482

01
VII 155

1Sr
1115;

Oci 1.1000 T:540
C010/17

0(50 CII3

.`- 1/225.118
VERT OUTPUT

0(15 vi 8
035 gs /Jr.: Ilr

It 1 0-I( ,,,,,
1111/ 8/005

INN { I(+9 II
1514: 2 MC r 

C(25 W. 17,27 5E22
50u/ 565 i li
1505 r.311 IV

-151
10

1CFI

1012

1430
/005

1,

gE 456
511/C1 30,05

VERT -

4,1
4

101

NEI VERT
"-

CD 1.19

11(20 51I(C

11/
L110

coo
022 3600 co

1(11

2006,5%

cf., _Lcoo

ff1S011 01
nany

DO

0E58
0277

5324
/005
21

Cr?
47

5%

C13
110

3%

6

475
1,

115

395
IC19

;500

11

1(79
1 /I 3 44 SC111 0460

5101 CU 01
1(40 C(41- "255/ -EE-330 1000T otil 1155.0' toy

Mg 0440
s 1/312AMA

1114/

5% 22 in' Al AMP
1 4 4 A
Imo/
IN

!Sr 6

1/312AC1OA "Ar
G-3 AMP in,

1143 1148
102705

1145
125

5750
2704

560
0105,2

)1
IMP

Cf53

12
J fr

,HriT
1 21 3

oF 93

r 4r

0141
11 se

5692Ill
1r 4

C153
01

1731 "Or

591.29

431

If 55

1151
5705

5%

Ill

511

HoRil PHASE

DETECTOR

1/11 4 14/
 INC IA rr

/6

1.16

Of 45

/CFI
11

82.5%

119 CFI
335 62, 5%

f
IC Ff Er AA

4=57 0
ex33 0532

475 6800
5% I 115

1149

I/3 12AC10A
BY AMP.

vIC

1/29JW8
4oRiz OSC CONTROL

V59
1 1/Or

It /2
C'S

s% r000 0414

1727
13300

3905
5% 1120

3301114
5%

271
0110

1000

AN

INN

C/i5
22

J11

CFI
I39

An?
4701

f 5/14

"(1 C166
191,21 0,

(-
1154 1155

395.20 4705

1114

SC1111 06,snit ci,
06

1215'.".

1/2 9JI118
HOR11 OSZ

V38

61 flir

-t120 Irit
.201

3

2'22 1124=3900
5% HMI

1123{
150

C(32
02

IF -

71 501 (1.

oull

cr

...667;;;,T

10,4/1/MS

-4"
,soi

TOP

rim

o1'01 fit/
so FLU fa,
Io GOO /056

4606

If CVO, 1410 01 .41111 Sari
Of 11 11011010 11015.4/S

12

 , SHAI5
CAP

0113
311

1000.214 CIII
00 1000,254

!SshAr:17,
t:

1111i

CAN 21510
1111

BLUE

SCREEN

0433
4100
639

icor°
II 

220
5%

{ 434
or 3? NEC
545
5%

5130
112/ 1411, 5%
35 IV
5%

0
1431

ADJ 755,31

0139--

13001

5101

4506

InS SIFT
15510 151(0

GREEN RED

SCREEN SCREEN

 orahrt
owe/

WW1/a
Mae&

V8

PICTURE

TUBE

- 1111/511

VINOD

0
0 V

SPAN

Ills 1179
 50(C 4 01 cg

/00

1013 SC119 55110
335 5111101 S 151 CAP

.11-111
1-217

110r Tv

Irm'm717105 .41111 636371 r5. ro
111111611 110670(1 ACri nos

CC

0

1121
121,21

13507
10 I. J000

',SPAN
LAI

7115

111Y0 or
CONTRAST Mon BRIGHTNESS

All

I 1511

100

145
330

INIf

350

T CP13 2:21
5001
351

150

30F3
H. V RECT.

HI

Ills
HOAR OUTPUT

I H.V.
503)

34)
00 4,0

We 5

CAM001011101--,
.411001 /101.4 Al 11,11
f111011111,

30JZ6
HOAID OUTPUT

V6

2663

04/4 1360
NO
Si T

1419

IV

C1165

41,555

1420, It

25CK3
DAMPER

v5
1511101

2,

1121
56

Niro
nor
Olaf
1(41

3

11

012210524.041 1)41/

T.- T

111101

1.51,41
ANY 4,

I  WS! Mr

7413

VERT

OUTPUT I

550

- 1

IL" L 1J
1701

RC11 IDr , .011031341
1554 COILS 1

:7;10 zro
r 0150 I 1

1
, ..3...100:5116

5451
- MI " 123 I

4111
11'111 3 la " N. 12

1COILS _r_j 0010 In, 21 i 1014
5 =cosi.1

2555 100,51/ I I

El° rro
i4 _ _ J

111

O 551

DEFLECTION YOKE
11511 -1 trano-nr
115111-1 (I/J1147-111

0125

01;

10.1 X .3.7Y4 .1v

b /,81,41 X 11.114e )
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1516
MG A
Color -TV Model
CS -197

MARCH  1974

-C.

RECEIVER-
REMOCON

nir

006 ISC 7.410 on22scT2Ca
RF AGC AMP AGC AMP

ELECTRONIC /-7-W,C=
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PART NO.

IC731 -integrated circuit M5134P AFT 260P00301
RV331 varistor 265P02001
T301 -sound IF 327P02002
1304 -sound detector 327P03301
T371 -audio output xformer 327P01402
1401 -vert OSC 328P00302

AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS T431-vert output 329001901

0.03 ISC /63 Sy©
3RD VIF AMP

-r

PCB

E'

ISC 3113

4TH VIF AMP

TOP

osoi xscrive
HOR.05C.

092' ISCS.S 09T2 2506200 0923 23050.6

REG. OR VE 7` REG.PROTECT ERROR AMP

tit

a: ;Ear reI
PCB DEFLECTION

040. IS 62C ©12,

VERT.OSC
002 25C 7.4)02)

VERT. DRIVE

101017

ITO

094. 230 032 0943 250.. 2

S1E411

POWER REG POWER REG

PCB-POWER-REG

loa

T534-honz output 'dormer 336800202
1571 -flyback 334P05802

150994

VERT.OUT

0555 it0::;:

HOR.OUT

PCB EFL -OUT

.1.03 }IC ..0 c
1ST VIDEO AMP

71' roft .11
.

.CV

str

CB MAIN
"

.Uir. 

`LIFT

1601 -chrome take -off 349P03301
1602 -chroma 1st band pass 349P03401
T604 chroma output 349P03601
7605-chrorna burst 349P03701
T901 -power 350P03504
L471 -deflection yoke 330P02903
L501-horiz OSC 332C00201
L532 -hoot width 335C00107
VR271-bright cont 120C14901
VR272-contrast cont 120C14006
VR273-sub-bright coot 129003803

PCB -SENSING

80

JW.

Qui 290 MOD
1ST S. AMP

not xsc now
NOISE INVERT

04 et

.oQ

..NAAT;NNIV

PCB-HY RECT..

022500

ow: :um=
2ND VIDEO AMP

PCB -CONVERGENCE

94--
 I4  3.4

VR372 pull on/vol cont 120C13505
VR401 -vert bias 129003304
VR402 -height 129003304
VR404-vert hn 129003304
VR471-vert hold cont 120C14101
VR571-hori: hold cont 120C14306
VR602- killer con) 129003301
VR672-tint cont 120C14102
F571 -Fuse, la 283001801
F902- fuse 3a 283002005
F901 - fuse, 5a 283002006

PCB- CONTROL

.1C)
11,11.1
11,400

MEI

O

0203 23C MCI(
VIDEO CLAMP

Sad

so

rt-

cur

ovo. 2507,vf
3RD VIDEO AMP
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A

B

MOO

PCB -AU

0332 sc,or
AUDIO AMP

mouve wax..
MD

oboe

4Ds

-

O
8,

(!- IST

oleos tima.02)
COLOR KILLER

2ND BANDACC Ir.., PASS "'"arew PASS AMP

zit "-

4-

BURST AMP

01.^.7vs-7

21.5,
AF PC AMP

:6 

Pc.  6,
004

PCB- MAIN_

v2r SI0/D22
PICTURE TUBE

sub

I 15 75KHz
6Vp-p

15j 7540ft
18 5Vp-p

11 15 75001.

24Vp-p

MGA
Color -TV Model
CS -197

ffila.

`'`°T

/ 15 754/-12

I 6Vp- p

7 1 5 75/0-12

1 50Vp p

11 is 75KR2
820Vp-P

14 60444 I! 15 751(Hz
4 50Vp - 900Vp-p

a 15 75KHz
4 7Vp-p

# I 5 75KHz
3 8Vp- p

321111111111111111

n11111111111141.1

31 15 75KHz
2 7Vp-p

22 15 75K142
1 2Vp

31 I 5 75K1 -1z

230VP-P

1111111 1111111111i

32111111111111 n

32 15 75K1-lz

6 6Vp-p

v v LOS

44.

001 2SC6133a
6345020

RF AMP

I 15 75KHz
I OVp-p

I I 5 75K42
80Vp-p

1$ 1 5 75KI-1,
SVp -

31 15 75KM:
2 5Vp- p

5 75K142

0 52Vp - p

31 15 75KR2
3 Vp-p

002 2SC6633(I)/SE5021

MIXER

4 5 751(1-(2

7Vp- p

601-12

7Vp-p

III
14 1 5 75KHz

4 5Vp-v

If 15 751042

0 35Vp- p

34 15 75KHz

1 65Vp- p

It 1 5 75K142

53V p - p

34 1 5 75KHz

185Vp-p

Of

I 15 75KR2
9 6Vp-p

It 60144

4 SVp- p

IS i 5 75K1-42

2Z0V0 P

3$ 5 751044

0 3I5Vp-p

IS 15 75K1-12

25Vp-p

x I 5 75KHz
9 2Vp-P

PCF,
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1517
MOTOROLA
Color -TV Chassis
TS -931

MARCH  1974

ELsolom aurrw:TrAza yor
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PART NO. R301 -vol, 50K, inch on -off switch 18D67562C31
(E19TS931)

CB800-Circuit breaker 80066390A22 R400-AGC delay. 1K 18D67858A06

R109 -contrast: dual: 750o manual & 18D65082A39 R507-- HV adjust, 180K 18067858A09
Preset IR-1111 R603-vert hold, 5000 18065082A43

R213 -focus. 10M ..................... 18067502A20 R901 -hue, dual 25K, manual & preset IR903) 18D65082A42
R218- master brightness. 1.5K 18067858A21 R902- part of R900
R219 -brightness, dual, preset 2K & 18065082A40 1501-HY xformer 24D70809A04

manual 1K 182231 T800 -power xformer 25068548A15

BAI 25 IN
NA -IN
LAM

4,-r1 TIRE BA -Is
17 15 IN

27C12 RA -I4 TRIM BA -Is

C13 /12 CI 68 C171 68

8+ 3
2CN

TO RF

AGC , , 1.1.J
11..0,1

J. JV

12

40
II 114

R24 2.2K

valeta
nom 11BA -1

3.3E IN

PANELS

B A -I9 
LARK

15

USED IN 11.4-4
100 114-r. & LATER

19TER
R58 82 /

016 15
,

A2Y

1ST VIDEO IF

5 ,V

07
T. P. ITIAIU

EJE.63 2ND VIDEO IF

t.1-47 16,5, 832 WO

2.1, C26 j, 28

.24

03
M4815

AGC GATE

CZ

NoT ON

I C401 047

LACC COIL
ON FLYBACK

76m1
10

385+0 .44--M- NORI1 SYNC OUTPUT

1001

A611 vsao
IN 02
BA -2 I urn AIv

AGC AMP

RII 47K
4.35,

C2

288 g ev

<43

AGC

T P

51%901

To AFT TERM, 11,1111'

O

AFT 51.

'1,1;1'11

3.5,

4

01

P2S
RF AGC

DELAY

B+
IJJV

SYNC & VERTICAL DEFLECTION PANEL VA-811106VA- II"11111111111 12

LI

SPECIAL RESISTORS
$R4 USES 17510578E97
1R8 USES 17510578E97

*R29 USES 17510130(90

let1114)a.i_t

HoJI o1,0

Cuc,
", 5.LAC

LAN
-

46 1130 -

8

C19 P5

C71

3:4 4

0106 AMP
ACC CONTROI

T2

TO AFTINPUT

08
AIU

3RD VIDEO IF

C30 9, R36 56

.001 R53

C32 8.2

Co

.001

C34
'4

C31
2.7

IF AUDIO PANEL "BA 21"

T3
D2

0 11
1

"
I 18 i C361

2

8

1

A

1 68

R40 270 - LII

C3S

C40
10 T 3.4

CAI 180

2

- 41.2511111I-- IRA ".

14

100

R41 3.6K

112A
51411r

TRAP

09
A61

1ST VIDEO AMP
12.5,

5,

C56.1_ R42100_ a
C57 68
120

N

r

Nn/
>>

7 I. 6

03

SOUND
IF DET

3

A

B

in 8 5 COLOR VIDEO PANEL "TA 8. CA -62"

03
A611

IsT (01OR '''
LI

C4121 220: :TNT AMP

r14 F21684

12-k

'
678

I 11, Pi

150
R23 2 701

15 MY IAN`
C15_1_ R25 iCK

04 se

v, 39 34.2, A5U

R20
1.80 D2

/ND COLOR
INT AMP

R19 2.2K

8+
200

IC22.111MIIIMMI7

Ios

R79
6.20

32

o.: . '.'S' Jai

;

it: 0 r
22 2 24

A

_a_

GATE 564116
COLOR Sr.0

GALES

COLOR

CaNTRO

ACC UT 1fC0'

06 0 It 1.11-:

f It*

"AL Skhfk HUE CCi.:
K 3.53.9,7
OSC 13.560.ht UU

000 o YI

, 11
3.1 I33

01

04841 CI TDi
AD VINO 611°

12
, ,-,88508, :

0117117.1 1

2r

Br

11,4- C2-
I:10F '.01CF

110

LOS 2 7

31
20v

R7 390

6 74 1

1.5t 6109 750
.

-
3, MANUA(S.

R111 750
6106
5.6K

02 CI3 47
P2S 13SYNC 0 AGC

TAKE OFF

PRE-SET -6

8 9

2 3

' 22

I IN PANKI s
I  IATRI

R86 100

2I(62

IP
670
3.3k

012 filo
Ael 130

HUE CORRECIOR

COLOR

KILLER

"T,77,7777
g 667 bt,G

.°I)14.1

I

I ." R901 R903
250 50,k 12 2 .11(MN, 

Uo

AV) GAit.

tt 17 470

14.17,0

421 210K
vW1

07

661
S -S MITCH

COS

F

04

.;RIVER
03

TFa'
6.7 DRIVER

a

R3JB 4 C5 I -3T-
1, lax IOP

CO
wr

5 61

4
r

hORIZONTAL 56E15 PANEL 'DA & F35"

04

03
me842 _L

LtILCI: CATE
P45, FOR .1ER

1:.
I*-1,-.

- 4 '_,.. ih____J_
I.

-:. -Th -.- :.-'. ;
I

..

1.t rib -I ''' CLIL

1 ."--7117,
...',%

-'

I L 6...7.

'
24 I

1 -.F

,,..,!).,

fr-
, i 13

1

s I- .1

.1
,

,

ASS

OSC

7i7-

150

If PRE -DRIVER 812

025 100

A5t
h DRIVER '016

1

--K
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B

.190 IP
BA.e 
LATER

ICI
AUDIO IC

13
IV

CII

P.: u J -a-I.
OUAD3.4-1:55

141

COIL I

7.C C53
4.r.. .0111550
ATZL 1 II PARILU

POT ON
PARSE r -

22

AUDIO
I OUTPUT

1300

I/3

AUDIO
PREAMP

MY
147 1009

949
229

C4o
5M1

010
A511.1

AUDIO AMP

R23 39K

- R50 )99

04
P2S

duCJI
1.;RISER

C301

USAA

 TO 9+ 359

+152 cr,

I20Mk AUGAC.IC
ILITPut

SP

9

1:1 11)

C511(15 ME

011

P2V

AUDIO
OUTPUT --_;--C2 SPKR

- I = JACK

"
MU11 14.1:1 il,N

SC°71ESIARETILTE

'.1" P.

C--

F

LI

C2±-

4.7

13

205

o C34

120

DI
PA ZI b

I ;TER

LA1(47

L211 .o.,(4.12

OSC

OUTPUT

L3

C 23 I(.005;

R34 330

R37 7.]K

ICI
COLOR

DEMODULATOR 0

I. IT

VOL ACE

REG

TO ALL THREE

DE'.IODULATORS

_ARIGHT
BLANKER

BLU

AMP

BIAS

rE ST

PAD

R7I 5.IK

R72
I.5K 4 Do

Yoe

IA Ro3 271 Rod lit

AAJVI

.Wv`

R

R73 47K R40 1009 R2
R2,2213S8..i31,11s.i ET5 EE,

K

C27 -7701;e1,,t+t"1--1.__j 13 PRE- SliA9NUAI
203/ 59

k21.7 39K ol

7..1
ID TARSI 010

A370 ASI BRIO+ .3 SS' --
47270OR

9991050
33

OP COLOR

944

$471

P4- T p

18

P77 8K
I

- .R50160 71'

Its1
08 4341

A351 451

'10 A 11:

Rat 27J

10-4~-.-11713T1
2,14 79

- - 17

Th r
- - - - -- _115. I AEU IN Fr 1.. ti TOOL EAR

920 13

.*oef

LOMPONVITS WITHIN DOTTIE, :NES .... NOT SED

OA HANLE S. Q7 WT IeEU IN -J1 I EN

06

9107A3H: A62 .W18
H. OUTPUT Is

V

IN DA -2S
071

. A3Mi4A
A1C A Ft

CD .0016 I
PER11117/-.-
19"44 ! I k SI I

I LT

-t
. FILL SE

L11.1

25 1.5

120
11,:1E E3

C2I

1501311

134

110'4
213.99

C5

-1 C22

HuRIZ 1501.0

CE TER
....

PI.

3

K
L m

11g
203

VERT DUE
COILS

(21-711 137o

33 1 on

Avy
PAP 0,3

-
I

.7J: I

3 Kc
_11

RED

0

1410

Ro

-IrD5
1311.

. 0,1 .
1

112 u79 9202 2--'

-3- R201

2,7n?

LIU

0 00 5C4O-

IMP NOTES

PANEL DESCRIPTION N COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION
EACH IS IS.STA 0 A LETTER DESIGNATION I.,
SAP MINCH 030.11, if S THE PANEL Sit CHART BELOW

PANEL COOING PANEL FUNCTION

O A

CA OR TA
O 1

GA
H
JA

V A
YR,

/1 TUTOR
ITUDIO
COLOR,I0E0
HORIZONTAL DIE LIMON
PINCUSHION
CONVERGENCE
MINIM SuIPI.
AFC WTI
VERTICAL DEFLECTION
REMOTE CONTROL

EACH COMPONENT IS IDENTIFIES MTN A REFERENCE
NUMBER ENO A PREFIX LETTER L/C *RICH IS
RELATED TO LEGERE, ON THE PANELS All ON - PANEL
COMPONENTS ARE IDENTIFIED IT ONE OR TOO OMIT
TILJENIERS I I THay NI

ALL OFF TIMAPONENTS ARE IDEPTIEIED IT A
DIGIT NUMBER *RICH VARIES ,PITH CIRCUIT
ASSOCIATION AS INDICATED MELON

ASSOCIATED CIRCUIT REFERENCE DESIGNATION

IF  VIDEO ILO ION
RE TUBE 11:0 IRS
AUDIO TN M
DC SYNC MOW
H OW BHI VOLTAGE TN SAO
VERTICAL HAMM
CONVERGENCE ISOM

ROMER SUPPE MIN
COLOR CIRCUIT IN WI
I VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS EXCEPT RHINE NOTED
TREN FROM POINT INDICATED TO CHASSIS WITH 
RIVE. ITTY.1

0 0 /OPP-

1 12
E202

.3201 11,

.4'31
C200

20V

9 ,> X209 9o9

II,

it
1.5J1

10

G.

13

815 CRS

C.101

1301

tot.
I

E2ES1I,,..
,:s _± ,--..-.,

VOI 44214A1.
' IT/1.1747171VIV j

.10 Ls -

31-9- TO 1A-4

L

BIB
31".Lost310'...,ANE 'fA & RA -1l

LI

'.1438
91.61,1N AMP

.000

7.1

0

60113S1
A:`13

_L

Q5
9+
35V

=NI

0501

44)25 19

03
AIL

H REG

02
7.13,842

H REG DRIVER

kb
_ ,

1.10 s
15K

4

H. V

Alll

g 2

95,10

9547
180K

N0
-- J

MOTOROLA
Color -TV Chassis
TS -931

C INPUT TO RECEIVER lily AGE READINGS
TAKEN WITH MR SIGNAL ARO ALL CONTROLS Al ,K$11
NORMAL SETTING

VOLTAGE READINGS WIll V111, MTH ASSOCiAITO
CONTROL SETTINGS ANOSIGNAL STRENGTH

7 WAVEFORM MEASUREMENTS COLO. HAVFFORRIS
!Mak MITH A COLOR MAR GENERATOR PROVIDING A
SIGNAL 0, STANDARD GATED RAINIOR IIII BARI TYPE
COLOR AAA PATTERN RECEIVER AMSTED FOR
NORMAL Vi(11,ING ASIR TRANSMIT:TO AIR SIGNAL

of THE COLOR EAR PATTERN ON THE SCREEN IS OLIO
TO DETERMINE THE RANGE OR PROPER SIMMS Of THE
HUE CONTROL THE SRO viSHILT IAA 1FROM WTI RILL
It THE CORRECT EAR THAI CORRESPONDS TO RED THE
FIRST IAA (FRONT LEFT, IS NOT NORMALLY VISIBLE
IECAUSE IT IS PARTIALLY BLANKED AND THE RASTER
IS SLIGHTLY OVIRSCANN( 0 TO SEE THE FIRST C0000
OAR ADJUST THE HORIZONTAL HOLD CONTROL IN TN(
DIRECTION I HAIT CAUSES THE RASTER TO WET
TOWARD THE RIGHT THEM RI DJUST CONTROL TO
CENTER 0, ITS RANGE

1 11. VIDEO AND COLOR HAVEFORmS TAKEN MTH A
SIDEMAN scoot ONO  PAM 171. EOM INPUT
CAPACITY SHAPE RAO 114 TO PEAR AMPLITUOES MY
VARY DEPFROING GN CALIIRATION MID TYPO OF TEST

ITILIIPMENT USED AND CONTROL SETTINGS

THE OUTPUT WAVEFORMS OT THE IC MOLAR
Ell/./0011LTOR CAN BE OBSERVED AT THE COLLECTOR
0$ THE LINO OUTPUT TRANSISTORS OR TERMINALS 75
/11 AND /HON COLOR NIDE 0 Wall

UNLESS OTHERWISE SP(CiFIED CAPACITOR VALUES
ESE THAN ONE IN OAF ALL OTHERS IN P1

CAPACITANCE VALUES ONE, ARE SHORN ON
SCHEMATIC °MOUSE FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
CAPACITORS RE,. TO PARTS 1101 RESISTORS AR(
ITN

COIL RESISTANCES LESS TN. I OHM RO T WIN

TYPICAL

SOCKET & PLUG
- KAY NAT -

119

PLUG NO

P3

P5
P6
P6

NUMBER OE PINS

1UP INS
8 PINS
6 PINS
8 PINS

2
5

a

LARGE NUMBERS= FRONT TERMS
SMALL arliFILTIS = REAR TERNS

TO0011.UG v 1E35'

U44 7A'.! .ATE All LOAP01.E'iTS HEAVY DASHED LINES MUST BE REPLACED
;.119 IDE .T ICA( VALUE 9, TOLERANCE AND L'.ORKING VOLTAGE TO MAINTA
rTIfl H.( I staiLft rt'.,,,rttADIAT103, PpotErrin% +16H uni TALE 1.1415T

.1J ) 441) 2093 AT 7E440 BEA': CuRkE1.1 AT 122N AC ONE 1 I SEE

1357.n3B

CONVERGENCE PANEL ''HA -7 THR 9'
1.702/8 TOR PC11 .0, likt,t,

IN HA 1 I. LAT 3B

0

L SIDE
A LINES

-40--8

(1T-) ..2n TOTAL '-1
.068

BLUc°1.1:125
`'-'

AMP a 't--11-,
.Pt

E..7t, IC7 1.01

-

1.1041 60L4'
= 1TL0 Tr' BLU (EST

7'4)5 sc.d1..241
,7 .2 a. I I H. PHA SE

1,1T,.

CI. 7 AI
TRGILvTERT

sc,
3

DWI
TILT

3A

LI
m 6 11

RT SIDE
RG

LINE

mama,
mars T, FA: L EL/ WE HA

DANA.I./bCONVARCATIL I PL

t

RG

3,-31 134

L70IA

L703/A

G TV TAI

RG

1

8 RG

vVERT ERT

(..DDA1.1:131,

24 DO
TILT

PI. LET,
TI.E1. IR
HT, 

RG VERT

AMP

/ R7 120

BLU

VERT AMP

CI

3CifAi

1701

sa TOTAL
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1518 RF AGC IF AGC

-1302

AIRLINE
TV Models
GAI-13133A/B

MARCH  1974

vi, 7401254.114 114424218 ..1005.1/02.
leaf 1/0 02 Mil 12021 of 70.141
51414204241(15 54014 01/1521211411.
1.21142715 CO1147.00 If I1ff2

AN 2121 orrl 5151/02.1

4,10105 III
11'1411

4/C
4.

CONVECTS 00
.1111111 11. 1115

PI51

SI A
411/ It 11111

L103:r, icion
1.02 _;

C21,01O

Ill

ELECTRONIC 17 ry----#Lr/TECHNICUW/DEALER /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

1.101r4B,11(1

100

1112

VHF TUNER 94A363-2

LI

21

EL.07

1004

2.2

110

sic r)
1 I PLATE 111101 .0

3HA 5
INF 110/

Vi01

5

3119

Olt
3.1q_ 011

6111121 1146 2 SO

11101
171.141

111

1105
1.21

019
11 000

1110

11,1211, 5I52
55

1/25G57rim" 022

_11000

0121

moo

O
102125

UHF TUNER 94A361-2
/0,277-1 r

Il
rmour 7=2--- F=,161311

F2111711

111( - TWF1It l-
448

1131

2
C111151

151 410-

(10_1 ""
--

I
93A159 -I

I
I

CR151
111112AC

C`-..f4
cue

UHF IMO

050 Lilt

87A21-5
U/F ISC.
0151

105 I 9,11111 1E40
110. 1154

220

SIE

Ltr

CSC 01121

LtS5L1:24.[:'A----3 713L.--911'Ls"-"
to.....,... 0 C...,i4

3

Old 4-
L.3.1-."3.11(:.iL°13°2 C 00

2

, ' t'
1143

1

C112231%'1811116
...

4.2,7150

C121

536

1/2 5G57V.50

910281131

3.24
11 % ION

20

CI55
dor

f -n-
1113
410

C1 1

3 5X
COI(
Cielf

Stlifithe 20/15

(172051.141X22

 Pill 401 4044,40 04 PI 4:15,02 21440 575(12
 41412211110 ralr sar 5( IRAS 01 40472005.

21575101 .4144.1 I/I 2217 re1. CMC. 70f 221045
 4.0.0,..2225 417.155 0744724/54 4042711
Of 40072411 NM-1WD 2172 27011 2/.10PACIaf 44.11:411
111 C0072251 . 10.4414155 4.2 molt

11 0E0 0114111. 200(85

SAFETY NOTICE
THE DESIGN OF THIS RECEIVER CONTAINS MANY CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

INCLUDED SPECIFICALLY FOR SAFETY PURPOSES FOR CONTINUED PROTECTION.

NO CHANGES SHOULD BE MADE TO THE ORIGINAL DESIGN REPLACEMENT PARTS

MUST BE IDENTICAL TO THOSE USED IN THE ORIGINAL CIRCUIT SERVICE SHOULD

BE PERFORMED BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL ONLY

44 1001 910363 2ri-- 5687 --I,
-

3001 2102 nil i

L119 00 00 1000 1

I I
1 1000;

CD 4D4

000

P1C111( till
0303

AN°

A

®MOC 5 2116

1201 152o

1782110 381147 2329
9201 04103 040i

501

1/314BL11

L202 L201 -1303

1201 J L _

C501

/
-T301

TO ISOLATION \
TRANSFORMER h --AC LINE

50110 II 110
93028 ''''

I(

5.

,s, iall L2018 1 4 5NN,
11-..111.1.4. 1

'1.0

b
1:10,1 rr 32018 ,

004 C211-4-
!'''' 12.5% ,. T ,-

J _L 1205
!jir -I--.. _ Mir ""

C.24 i al
1000

I/217,

ilA
500115 001
v2014

I /Itr
01.

1%.7

C/06
Ow.

1/04
151

57111

I 5%

(202

111

(zoo I

0210
0118

1211
4 TOR

1112122Ill If

4211, II). (413

Top View of Chassis Showing

Alignment Locations and Test Points

R411 R417 R42I

AA
(IF IN) -L302

'-L301 47 253.431z TRAP (MIN)

1/21713F11A
5011110 011/113 I 12 01

02018

12.2

Ctrl
A

11

10 I a
"41 j

11.111018:10

1210

IASI t9 =
0

S

120
220

1403

LIU 111001

,)
1.302
4101x/

L _ 0

(400

I 7711

1/28BM I I

7

(10211101T:1 .111

701.1

113 13

211
5%

©O (1) 0

2)11 l'106 I 1.1"417 04 :04'
.421114 544012 474 .',41.1475 04 9, 0e102

ye,7 5141:'," 5501A
1501 2 51

0341

A;,' ; 11 52 0410 1 C

0120
!Isl.- v15,011)100(

CF1502

L

C411

.01111

301
5.7V

p

931352-1
111150N 1(010E1 III

C502
1300 -

ANO

20302
430

1ST11
0301A

it

4411x1"
3 Or

-
1301

PoOtt.

110.
220

1141/4

214

1311
224

1105

0

1/28E1M11

V3018
21014

93A6-1 I

4,

IV'
oto 1/314BL11

11030 111
V3024

MHO LE, ,
JOrT30+ CR301

T302

1141 CI

410 220

4305 - - -
911111

3 L304

13.:7"; 14

ItI T
-LIT 030/ CPU i

fI

101
44 212 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J 3 305

J._ _S.

55

I/7r -T-

INV

'II

?Al! 6f

"NI/Vit :"

'/323Z9
Or KC

4411
3010

HIGHT

Ice
1110

1301

1200

10%

0406

Iv 1

...V10,,,E7Tt."..0404..D

VERT. LIN -I--

Jou -1

111

Cr

ZC321
2t 516 R1u

1 sroe CONTRAST

1,306
410,

1303

511

1310

L123°0? I

1443

I-10R1Z. LOCK

SP201
311111

31

06910(0 MOW/NO&
OVUM FACE' RITE
Of /211211 1001
0f/tIef II&
SWIMS AS

I"'M. S0401°

11.4 01I/323Z 9
01112111,-- 1:7't_

1411
1.2410

1001.0
.1,7401

3 .10 "OW OC

: .

24015 JOI in ' 4411

C401 14t4
01141f 11110III III

r, .,..,,,650
If

'"__i POP/-

448 /VA rir211

314111

NO,

ro
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The \Jew Panasonic Farts Hot
Line is a performance promise:
24 -hour -a -day, 7 -day -a -week
sere ce. Now, if you have a prop-
lem getting the part you need,
just :all one central number.

Tien things start nappening
fast: we'll ask our computer to
locate your part (or parts) by
searching all five regional Pan3-
son 2. parts depots. In just sec-
onds. Electronically. Then we II
telex an order to the depot which
has the part you need and within

Panasonic

48 hours, your order is or its way.*
And we can make this orome

with confidence. because our
warehouses are now fully auto-
mated. We've get the 2,000 fast-
est m:ving parts on electronic
order pickers. At the touch of
button any of these high traffic
parts is at our fingertips_

To become a member of the
Panasonic Parts Hot Line, call
the toll -free number below. We'll
send you a bright red emblem
imprinted with the hot line num-

just slightly ahead of our time
Call :311 -free anywhere in the U.S. 800-523-5336. (in

'01 course we cannot ship on weekends and nolidays.

ber for your particular region.
We'll also send ycu an easy-
refe-ence booklet :hat gives you
the names of authorized Pana-
sonic parts distritutors it your
area, and information Dn other
Parts Division services.

We know that your business
depends upon having the right
parts at the right lime - when
your customer needs them. Our
business is standing right behind
your business, wish qt.ality parts
for over 1,000 products.

Pa. 800-562-5395:



A new 310 Type 3.
Made to take
a fall.
The rugged new "drop -resistant,
hand size Triplett Model 310,
Type 3 is priced at just $48.

The latest addition to the rugged
Triplett 310, general purpose, multi -
range V -O -M family-the Model 310,
Type 3-has impressive new features.
Its case is made of nearly -indestruct-
ible thermoplastic ABS and the clear
front material is a high impact -
resistant polycarbonate thermoplastic.
The low Ohms range Rx1 has been
fused to protect against damaging
overloads. These two improvements
should eliminate over half of all
repair requirements resulting from
field use damage.

But that's not all. The case of the
new Triplett 310, Type 3 sports an
elegant new non -slip "finger -tread"
surface finish. The meter movement
brackets and pointer feature a new
rugged design as well as newly
designed lead jacks and Model 10
jack. Added to this, the front range
and tester dial markings are changed
to read easier when used with
Triplett's Model 10 Clamp -on -
Ammeter.

Outstanding features:
1 Drop -resistant, hand size

V -O -M with high impact
thermoplastic case.
20,000 Ohms per Volt DC and
5,000 Ohms per Volt AC; diode
overload protection with fused
Rx1 Ohms range.

(Actual Size)

3 Single range switch; direct
reading AC Amp range to
facilitate clamp -on AC
Ammeter usage.

The durable new 310, Type 3, self -
shielded for checking in strong
magnetic fields, is an extra -rugged,
high -torque, bar -ring instrument with
spring back jewels. An interchange-
able test prod fits into the top of the
tester, making it a common probe and
freeing one hand. All this for only $48.

For more information or a free
demonstration, call your Triplet
distributor or sales representative.
For the name of the representative
nearest you, dial toll free (800i 645-
9200. New York State, call collect
(516) 294-0990. Triplett Corporation,
Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

TRIPLETT
ALL YOU'LL EVER NEED IN V -0 -M's.

Triplett. The easy readers.
. . . for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card


